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ABSTRACT .::: ::::
: ::r::r::1;:::::_

The text of Georg Btlchnerts l¡Ïgy.zeck, has defied precise

t,extual analysis for over 140 years. [fany approaches have
I ::l,l::l
'-':1 1 :

been used in order to deterrûine whether or not the d.rama \^¡as i',,",.i,.','

complete at the time of B{lchnerrs death and, if completef how :,,:,.:.:,,:,,,:
!'" ":'

its pieces were meant to be linkedn but Bllchner scholarship

has been plagued by many dubiousf contradictory t or deceptive

conclusions about the Tüoyzeck manuscripts and tireir state of

completion. This thesis represents an endeavour to critically

examine various Yügyzeca texts and studies bearing on this 
:

textual dilemma. The first segment of the thesis reviews what l

.

has been done with the lloyzec5.-related N.achlasP. by various ed- ,

itors of primary texts and other Bllchner scholars. The second

part of the thesis examines several potentially useful means .- ,,:,,,,;.,,.:.-;.:. -.

of resolving textual questions lef t unanswered by the studies ..,;,,,,,;;
:;. ;;-1-;:;1;:¡

considered in Part One; included here is the study of probable

lrloyzeck sources and stylistic features which appear to offer

clues regarding Bllchnerts apparent intentions for the drama' 
;i,;,,,,;,,:

The find.ings presented in the latter two segments of the thesís i'¡,'.',.,.r,,,.,

are summarized in Part Three, which culminates in the



presentation of a list of scenes for a hypothetical 9{oLzeck

text based on those f ind.ings, '¡ühile many doubts about the

text remain, it has been established that lVgX3S-c-a is probably 
t..,,,,

incomplete and was v¿ritten in four phases, the last of which

is apparently incomplete and includes material revised from

scenes in the precedi-ng phases. The construction phase 
,,.:,,i,

chronology suggested by !^ierner T,ehmann in the H3Jnþurger ' ',

B{lchner-Ausgabe (H1-H2-i{4, with H, Problematic) seeins to be 
:,,,,:

the most likely chronology yet presented, The hypothetical

text outlined. in the thesis consists of Hn, the final phase t

followed by the rnurder complex from the iirst phase, and the
t'

two gaps in the Hn phase are filled with appropriate material l

from H, and Hr; the two scenes of H, are added as optional

scenes because their Entstehung is highly problematic" Final

ansl^rers to the textual dilernma are obviously not possible

since no finalized text has yet been found and no definitive

explanation of the intended form of ï¡loyqeck has been presented, 
,,,,,-,,.
:.t':.''.

but close scrutiny of the presently available text reconstruc- 
"',;;t',:;,,,,
..:, ¡::.,

tionsf manuscript analyses, and supplementary rnaterials can :

apparently be used to form fairly reliable conclusions about

the meaning and generar structure of trroygecb¡ âs is evidenced 
,,,,,j,

by many successful interpretations and realizations which are :::::";l

not compromised by textual problemat'ics



' '':.

+*NOTE-+

.:t.:::::;::

;,.;.r,t..'

The manuscript phase and Scene nomenclature suggested by 
,..,.,,

Werner Lehmann in his G*.e.9åg. B'.lJchnq't 9ämt1i9:þe ,lve-rFg u':la 
l':::.:':'.

Bri.efe, volumes I and ÏI (MlJnchen z 1972, Lg74) will loe used

throughout this thesis, and references to or quotations

from material in the vt"oJzeck rnanuscripts or Bllchner let'ters.

unless otherwise noted, will be made with respect to the.'

1atterwork,SeeAppendixThreeforapreSentationof

thissystemofphaseandScenec1assificationandAppendix
Four for a comparison of the Lehmann system witrr those of

other major i{oyzeck editors--Bergemann, Bornscheuerr Buch, 
:,.,:,.:,;

Krause, and I'Iitkowski. ; ,'.'i.
':.: ::::::::.:r.
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INTRODUCTÏOi'i

Ein unvollendet Lied. sinkt er ins Grab
Der Verse schönsten nimmt er rnÍt hinab-

Georg tterweghl

Btlchner¡ s i.Voyzeck presents a number of serious textual
* ,-problerfls, and these range from fundamental questions of

scene order and construct,ion to highly problematic ortho-

graphic and appellative considerations. fn the many decades

since B{lchner's death in 1837 about forty Ìüoyzeck or complete

Btlchner editions have appeared in the German language; with-

in this group of forty or so editions are the works of

eight editors who have produced primary editions based on

the original manuscripts; Yet, despite this seeming wealth

of information and high degree of textual scrutiny, Btlchner's

intended Woyzeck has not been conclusively presented. These

years of study, including the analysis of text fragments,

Bllchner's dramaturgy, apparenÈ Sources for characters and

action in Vüoyzeck, letters to and from Bllchner, and varied

supplemental materials, have not eliminated the aura of
.-.1::::. .

doubt whích surrounds the -viroyzeck text. Bllchner study ilas ,:' i'l;,1':',

lrhis verse is on Btlchner's tombstone; see Ernst Johann,
CCar.q. Brþhner. in Selbstzeugnissen und Bitddokumenten (Ham-
burgï Ro\^rohl¿ ras@mbu, W.
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indeecl been highly systemat.ic since the L920's, which sa\^/

the work of Georg V'Iitkowski, Fritz Bergernann, and others,

but truly definitive ans\^ters regarding the order of scenes

and the precise nature of their construction, Bllchner's in-

tended Woyzeck, will probably never be found because of com-

plex i:roblems surrounding- the compilation, preservation,

and interpretation of the ÞIoyzeck manuscripts and supple-

mental materials.

Despite these textual problerns, ltoyzeck has been suc-

cessfully staged on many occasions and has enjoyed consid-

erable popularity since its first performance at the Mlt"-

chener Residenztheater in November of 19f3; aclditionally,

rrloyzeck was made into an opera (-vlozzeck) by Alban Berg and

was first perforrned in L925. The performances of Woyzeck

have been based. on many textual reconstructions which have

presented several different settings and outcomes for the

drama. Of these varied firoyzeck texts, some have utilized

great amounts of arbitrarily rewritten dramatic material

while others have been based on close scrutiny of the ori-

ginal manuscripts; thus, great problems exist with respect

to the question of textual authenticity--many texts appar-

ently reveal more about their ed.itor or directorrs drama-

futgy than Bllchner's. Simply stated, many dramatically

effective lVoyzecks are possible, âs the many texts and well-

received stagie performances suggest, but not all texts or
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4

performances apparently reflect Georg Bllchnerfs designs for

the drama.

The purpose of this thesis is to present an historical

and critical review of over one hundred years of -v[oy_zeck

textual scholarship, and, through the integration of find.-

ings from a variety of areas pertinent to Woyjeck., to answer

as many questions as possible about the intended nature of

that text. The first two parts of the thesis will evaluate

two basj-c approaches to the textual dilemma¡ the findings

of these approaches will be summarized in the final part of

the thesis which will culminate in the presentation of an

outline for a hypothetical Woyzeck text based on these find-

ings which, unlike many of its predecessors, includes no

rnaterial deleted by Bttchner and incorporates all of Bllchner I s

apparent scene revisions.

The first part of the thesis, entitled, "The Textual

Dilemmar" r,viIl be an endeavour to briefly review what has

been done with B{lchner's lrloyzeck- related Naghlals in the

nearly 140 years since his sudden death on the nineteenth

of Februaryr 1837. The first area of concern will be the

study of the truly bízarre set of circumstances surround.ing

Georg Bttchnerts Nachlass from the time of his death until

1924, when the extant pieces of the Nachlqeq vüere given to

their present o\^Iners, the Goethe- and Schiller- Archiv in

!{eimar, by the Insel Verlag. The next subject will be the

-.:.j::.: . ti

-: .ì: iìì -.: : :
::::':: -:::r:
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description and evaluation of the many pri-mary versions of
the l;rloyzeck text from Karr Emii Franzos' version of LBTT to
the text in Fritz Bergernann's twelfth iSltchner edition of 1974.

A review of hypotheses concerning Büchner's pattern of con-

struction for woyzeck will- follow; this includes the review

of various scholars' analyses based on the consideration of
handrvritirg.,. ink, pagínation, and. apparent chronorogj.caL/

themat.ic relationships between the 49 scenes and. four con-

struction phases of ?;Ioyzeck. part One wítl end with a

criLical review of the two leading !úoyzeck text reconstruc-
t.ions; this review i-s intended to show how cornmon textual
assumptions have led to the evolutj-on of quite different
textual reconstructions with associated interpretational
problems, and also to show some of the questions which re-
main unansv¡ered about the drama¡s intencled form despite
years of intensive textual scrutiny.

The second part of the thesis, entítled, "possibre Toors

for the Resolution of the Textuar Dílemma, " as its name im-

pries, will be a consideration of severar potentially effec-
tive means of answering questions which have d.efied analysis
by the more conventional, marruscript-based approaches re-
viewed in Part one. This second avenue of textuar inquiry
is necessitated by'the faÍrure of the first to resolve many

basic problems of scene and ;rrhase order; this second approacir

is based on the premise that clues to Btlchner's dramatic
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intentíons in l¡Joyzeck may be discernible in the stylistic
and thematic minutiae of various phases and scenes. The

first area to be investigated here will be the many parallels

between three murder cases and the action and characters of

the four phases of Woyzeck. It is quite clear that Btlchner

knew of the historical Vüoyzeck case, but it is also likely
that he knew of the similar cases of Daniel Schmolling and

Johann Diess and used elements from the accounts of these

cases in the construction of ?'loyzeck; differential amounts

of reliance on material from contemporary accounts of the

three murder cases rnay reveal clues concerning Woyzeckt s

pattern of development. The implications of the parallels

between the cases and the drama, then, will be the s-ubject

of the initial segment of Part Two of the thesis. Btlchnerrs

apparent use of biblical and other source materials in
îloyzeck will next be considered in order to see if his use

of this varied. material gives apparent clues regarding the

pattern of !üoyzeckrs construction. The final to¡ric of Part

Two wil-l be a variety of stylistic features in the manuscript-

B{lchner's use of language, characterizations, clrarnatic form--

which may have useful implications for the resolution of the

textual dilemma.

Findings from the two basic approaches mentioned pre-

viously have been many, varied, and often contradictory; due

to the unfortunate set of circumstances surrounding the
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manuscriptsr many unlikely hypotheses about the text must

be accepted. as possible because of the total absence of

arguably genuine, negative evidence, The purpose of the

third part of the thesis is to reviev¡ the major findings

about the textual dilemma mentioned in the previous parts

without reliance on those findings which are highly problem-

ati-c, These f indings will then be used to present and d.e-

fend a list of scenes for a Woyzeck text whichr âs far as is ,:':,,' ,.,,.',.:i'.
"1:i-.:.::;,:-.:

possible on the basis of presently available materials, re-

spects Georg Bllchnerrs apparent designs for Vloyzegk. Part

Three will conclude with the brief consideration of the ex-

t.ent to which Woyzeckrs textual problematics compromise its

ínterpretation--the issue of editorsr versus Bllchnerrs

Vüoyzeck.



PAR.T ONE

Chapter One

B{Ichner' s Nachlass

The most perplexing issue relatinE to ?loyzeck is

without doubt the elenrent of uncertainty which surrounds

many potentially enlightening letters and documents of

Bllchner as well as the text of i'üoyzeck itself. irfhile it is

clear that the BlJchner family and Georg Bllchner's fiancáe had

access to material which has been denied, by their direct or

indirect. efforts, to all prospective students and editors of

Bllchner's works (with the possible exceptions of Karl Gutzkow

and Georg Zimmerman), the precise nature of the missing rna-

terial is, obviously, impossible to judge. It is known from

various letters, editors' comments, statements, and analyses

that the family and Minna withheld or edited pieces of

Bllchner's Nachlass, and this suppression or destrr:ction of

information has led to a wid.e variety of accounts of. the

nature of the manuscripts, Ietters, and miscellaneous writ-

ings left by Georg Btlchner. Conjecture regarding the extent

of interference with materÍal ranges from the suggestion of

overt destruction by l4inna of the text of the drama Pietro

Aretino (suggested primarily by Karl Emil Franzos and still
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a controversial subject), to ideas of less deliberate in-

terference through misplacement of material, fj-re t ot the

' unconventional ed.itorial practices of Georgrs'brother,

Ludwig Bllchner.2 Simply stated, interference with the Nach-

lass has been conclusively established, but the extent of

this interference defies accurate accounting.

The letters of Btlchner, although only a handful survive

as originals, are perhaps the best sources of information

about his literary projects and their state of complet,ion

at the time of his death; the rather vague information given

in these letters (approxirnately 70, many of which are frag-

ments) can be interpreted in the light. of other material of

B{lchnerì s which has been founcl, and one can then nrake assump-

tions about such things as the possibility of lost texts or

documents on the basis of an integration of information from

letters and the overall Nachlass

Bllchner revealed the intensity of his interest in drama 
,:t,:,,,.,,,,,,' .- :'

in a letter written to his family from Strassburg on l Janu- r:r':,.,r,r,:.

,.,:,', ,t'¡,:, 
'ary, 1836t in this letter Btlchner remarks:

fch gehe meinen Vüeg flJr mich und bleibe auf
dem Fe1de des Dramas, das mit all diesen lsocial
and politicall Streitfragen nichts zu thun hat;
ich zeichne meíne Charaktere, wie ich sie der
Natur und d.er Geschichte angemessen halte, und
lache tlber die Leute, welche mich fllr die Moralitä.t

2Sa" Karl Emil Franzos, "Uber Georg Bllchner, "Deutsche Dich-
þ"g. zg (1901) , L95-203 und 289-300.
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oder Immoralit{t derselben verantwortlich
machen wollen.3

fn a letter of 10 June, 1836 written by Karl Gutzkow to
Bilchner, reference is made to lrFerkeldramen'r which Büchner

was supposedly writing; it has been assumed by scholars,
through the sort of data integration previousry mentioned,

that Vfoyzeck is likely one of these so-caIled ,rFerkel-dramen"

and was being actively worked on by Büchner in the summer of
1836 ,4 '' An oft,-quoted 1etter from B{lchner to his family
dated september, 1836 mentions that he is working on two

dramas which t'sind. Arbej-ten, mit denen man nicht- zu einer
bestimmten zeLt fertig werden kann, wie der schneider mit
seinem Kleid, "6 Another letter, rearly a fragment, written
to Minna just before the onset of Büchnerfs fatal fever,
dated " IZtlrich, 1837] " suggests that Btlchner would "in
lä.ngstens acht ragen Leonce und Lena mit noch zwei anderen

Draman erscheinen 1asserr,rT Scholars have argued about

the identity of the dramas mentioned in:the latter

?'Georg B{lchner, sämtliche tr'Ierke und Briefe, Historisch-Kri-
!l=g"hg, 4us-gab_e aE xomrnent{, ãaffeffiT: [@-\^/#Eer
Ban-ð-(ltünðEenT ffir-E-n-ãffier1ag, rg72) | p" 4s2. irtis workwill be hereafter referred to as-"H.A.,' lfõr Hamburger Aus-
gabe, )

¿,'H.A'. TT, p. 49I.
5G"org
Krause
6",A, rf , p. 460.
7lui.ct,,, e. 464.

Btlchner, Woyzeck Kritisch herausgegeben, êd. Egon
( Frank f u r@ zÃsãf veilãs7TliÐî:p:-7 i,
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three important letters, especially since most originals

of Bllchnerrs letters have been lost and the copies made by

Ludwig Bllchner for his, clearly incomplete, Nachgelassene

Schriften (1850) are dubious, but liToyzeck is probabllr one

of the dramas; the implied thircl drama rnay well be the con-

troversial Pietro Aretino of which the Bllchner family alleg-
o

edly said "dass es sein bestes ge\4lesen sei."' These letters

lack the clarity of reference vis-à-vis individual literary

projects of Bllchner which one might hope for, but they. do

chronologically place l,ee4çe und Lena and lVoyzeck to a cer-

tain extent--January 1836 to February 1837; the issue of the

third drama, however, is hopelessly clouded by lack of evi-

dence. It appe'ars that Vüoyzeck was hTorked on for a rather

long period of time; the long delay in its construction is

quite easily explained by Georg Bllchner's símultaneous in-

volvement with "Dichtungêh, naturwissenschaftlichen und

philosophischen St.udien...mít der Vorbereitung einer Probe-

vorlesung und mit Vorbereitungen auf die ÐozententåLigkeit

while residing in Strassburg and zlfti:'cin.9

ouef . Georg Bllchner, lrlerke un4 Briefered. FríLz Bergemann
(r,iürrchen: óeutscher rãffien6ucfr-v-erlag, L965) , pp. 347-348
ãñ.lp.345 ¡ Heinz Fischer, Georg Bllchner: Untersuchunggl lrru!

ivlarginalien (Bonn: Bouvier VeIIãg Her5êrt Grundmann' L972) 'pp;-gøO; Xrause, pp. 73-74¡ ,ùüalther Kupsch, !üozzeck Ein
Beitrag zum Schaffen Georg Bllchners (Berlin: n.p.,1920¡ r€-
prUC-¿. ltenðãIñ-iechtenstein : rraus Reprint Limited, 1-967 )

pp. 10-11.
o-Krause, p. 74.
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Caroline Schulzn w'ife of a friend of Bl1chner, left.
ItTagehuchaufzeichnungen ilber Bllchners letzte Taget' which give

a great deal of information about the course of Bllchnerrs

illness and. allude to some Bilchner material which has never

been found.l0 This Tagebuch states that Büchnerrs ilrness
started on the second of Februdty, a fact which enabres one

to suggest the date of the final letter fragment of Büchner,

and that Minna arrived from strassburg on the seventeenth of
February, but the most important revelation of this lggebllch
lies in the entry for February 20, the day after Büchnerrs

death. Tn this entry caroline schulz states that .wir lasen

in einer Art ragebuch, das sich under Büchners papieren ge-

funden hatte und reiche Geistesschåtze enthälto't and it also

mentions the reading of "seine treffende Satire",,11 This

Tagebuch of B{lchnerrs hras apparently only seen by schulz ,and

Minna Jaegle, the 'nwir" of Caroliners reference; it pre-

surnably remained in Minnars hands and has never been found,

causing much speculation among Bllchner scholars.12

The Nachruf of Caroliners husband, Wilhelm, gives a

brief account of Bltchneros literary Nachlass. This Nghrgå,
written for the schweizerischer Republikner for 28 February,

10_--BergemannI pp. 317^323.
11_. .--ïbid., pp. 322^323.

11tçç , for example, Bergemannf pp. 347*348 and. Fischer¡ pp,
89*90 concerning Mj-nna.
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L837, mentions B{lchnerrs Victor Hugo translations frorn the

Strassburg period (1836) ' but goes on to relate:

In derselben ZeíL und später z! Zllrich
vollendete er ein im Manuskript vor-
liegendes Lustspiel, T'eonce und- Lena...
Ausserdern findet sich unter seinen hinter-
Iassenen Schriften ein beinahe vollendetes
Drama, sowie das Fragment einer Novelle'
welche die letzten Lebenstage des go..r.. .un-
gI{lcklichen Dichter Lenz zum Gegenstande
hat. Diese SchrifLen werden clemnächst
im Druck erscheinen.13

Íüoyzeck is certainly the drama mentioned here, but the ex-

istence of the third drama mentioned. in Bllchnerrs letters

and the contents of the Tagebuch mentioned in Caroline Schulzt

Tpqebuch are matters not cl-arifiea in the piece.

Another Nachruf concerning Bllchner \,üas written by Gutz-

kow and appeared in the Frankfurter Telegraf for June, L837.

Tiris piece contains much j-nforrnation about Dantons Toc[ and

the relationship between Gutzkow ancÍ B{lcirner, but it concludes

with some interesting statements about B{lchnerrs lriachlass:

Die schönste Belohnung, die ich f{Ir diesen
Nachruf erhalten konnte, waren die sauber:a
Abschriften des poetischen Nachlasses Btlchners
von der liand seiner Verlobten. Es ist ein
vollendetes Lust.spiel "Leonce und Lenarr- . . ¡

Dann das Fraqroent des "Lenz" und ein Ïleft von
eriefenjjEftt " Absicht geschrieben und d'ockr yqll
kttnstleiischen und poétischen -v{ertes sind.14

Gutzkow's information, significantly, came from Minna

Jaegle; the absence of a reference to Woyzeck is st.riking

13B.rg"*ann, p. 3¿5.

I4X.url Gut.zkow, tr{erke, êd. Peter I,ÍlIIler, Volume fil (Leipzígz

l.:. il l

il.,;;:,.
l: -: t_

Bibliographischeffiãtitut, n.d. ) , p. L29.
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and serves to raise questions about Mínna, who almost

certainly had the Vüoyzeck material f.or several months, and

her role in the B{tchner editorial dilemma.15'

From letters of D'iinna written after B{lchner I s death' it

is possible to glean some information about the existence of

documents exclusively in her hands, but this information is

neither detailed. nor conclusive. A letter to Bttchnerrs

friencl Eugen Boeckel of 5 March, þ437.f verifies Caroline

Schulz' account of Plinna's arrival in Zllrich and helps to

give credence to the overall Schulz account; it is a let-

ter written years later, however, that, has stirred the most

controversy regarding Mlinna's tol".16 The letter was

written to Karl Emil Franzos Ln IB77 after he had requested

I"linna to send him any Bllchner material which he had; she

stated quite categorically:
dass ich durchaus keine moralische Ver-
pf lichtung f{lhle, die besagten Papiere
zur Offentlj-chkeit zu bringen; teils sind
es solche, d.ie nur mich persönlich an-
gehen, teils sind es unvollständige Aus-
zlJge und unvollendete Notizen. Das An-
denken an Georg Btlchner ist mir zu teuer,
als dass ich wtlnschen könnte, etwas Unfertiges
von ihm der Kritik der Rezensenten auszu-
setzen. l7

Franzos suggests that l{inna's memories of Georg Bttchner were

15-_*'Krause, p. 80.

16_tsergemann, pp. 327-328 .

17tbid., p. 335.
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so dear that the notion of "etwas Unfertiges" also extended

to material (like Pietro Aretino ancl perhaps a complete

Vüoyzeck) which she thought displayed atheistic tendencies

which she fett would tarnish the reputation of her late

fiance..l8 Additionalty, l,linna apparently had a falling out

with the Bllchner family and, according to Franzos' was un-

willing to deliver some of her papers (includ.ing Pietro

Aretino) because of her desire to d.eprive the Bllchner family

of any additional royalties which would. be received from the

publication of the "new" material held by her.lg The vehe-

mence and vagueness of the letter, the element of uncertainty

about the contents of Bfichnerr s Tagebuch, together with

Franzos' allegations, have combined to create an aura of

suspicion about t"linna Jaeg]e; the Tagebuch was never found

and no new pieces of Bllchner material were found after Plinnars

death in 1BB0 despite extensive searches. The following ob-

servations by Ronald Hauser is a good summary of the pos-

sible extent of Minna's interference:

Unfortunately, Vüi-lhelmine, who never married,
refused access to her treasured mementos.
When she died in IBB0, not a single document
of Btlcirnerts could be found arnong her effects.
Presumably she had destroyed everything. Be-
sides the drama Pietro Aretino, and the final
manuscript of wofze&7 an unætermined n-trmber

lBFr.r."os 
r pp. Zgç2OL.

19-. . -lþad., p. zOL.
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of letters and, perhaps most unfortun-
ately, Bllchner's diaryy which, according to
Carolj-ne Schulz, contained 'rricb intellec-

tual treasuresr" vrere thus lost.20

After many years of debate, the question of Minnats role
as an obstructor of Bllchner study has remained unanswered;

unless nev¡ rnaterial comes to light--a seemingly unlikely
event--this controversy will continue to plague Bllchner

scholarship.

v,lith the exception of the Tagebuch and whatever other

material was kept by i',Iinna, B{lchnerrs manuscripts remained

with the Btlchner family from sornetíme in 1838; when lvlinna

returned some of the material she had taken while in Ztlricir,

until July, 1875 when they were temporarily loaneci to Karl

Emil Ftrrr=o".21 Starting in late 1837, Karl Gutzkow attempted

to compile a volume of Bllchner's collected works, including

Pietro Aretino of which he supposedly had a copy, but he was

only able to publísh a Nachruf, âfl essay on Bllchner, part of

Briefwechsel with Georg, and excerpts from Leonce und Lena

(1838) and Lenz (1839); he had the support of i'linna, but,

because of political and financial problems, ran afoul of

Bllchner's father, resulting in an impas=".22'23 Georg

20Rona1d l{auser, Georg Bllchner (New York: Twayne Publishers, '.,':,'.
Inc. , L97 4) , p. 27.
2I_--Franzos, pp. 2gyzgl .", Krause, p. 80.
22__--Hauser, p. 22.
23_.--Fischer, p. 90.
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Zinmermann, a school friend of Btlchner, had the support of

the father, but vras unable to complete his plannecl edition

which was intensively worl<ed on in 1838. The irlachEelassene

Schriften ef IB5O/ edited by Ludrvig B{lcirneq was the first

Btlchner edition, but it was far frorn a complete version of

Georg Bllchnerrs Nachl-ass; Woyzeck, found undecipherable by , ., . .
1'.,'r',:,_.:,:.:.:

Ludwig, is not in the edition and many letters are either not i""''"''.'.'

inclucled or edited in an extremely conservative, faml-ly- ,,,,.,',',,"',,'

image-serving fashion which seems l.righly questionable by

virtue of its deliberate withholding of information about

Georg güchner.24

A fire in the Btlchner house in the IB50 t s destroyed , '

many of the original letters of Büchnerts; this fact, couplecl
:

with the mysteryof Plinna's holdiogs, the alJ-egations about 
l

Pietro Aretino, and the peculiarity of Luclwig Bllchnerrs

editing of the 1850 edition has prepared the groundwork for

violent controversy about the nature of possible differences ,.,,',,,.,1,,,,
.l-..'.1-...

between what we have of Bllchner' s work and that which was : :': :,:r,
:.j-:-:.:; t_::.:

. I . ." ..

indeed written by him.

The first presentation of the Woyzeck material, albeit

a poor d.eciphering containing 20 scenes, \^ras the result of :;:::,::
ì.. .-:j:rr'::'

painstakirg, chemically-aided iuterpretation of the Woyzeck ir'...rr:.::':3:

material done by Karl Emil Franzos, and it appeared in the

i. :: :: i.',:.:.:.: :'t I

)4.
I.br_ct.
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newspaper ï,trj-ener Freie PreSSe on 5 ancl 23 November, 1875.25

The Franzos ed.ition of L879, Georg Bllchner's Sämmtliche

ttrerke und hanclschrif tlicher Nachlass, contains the f irst

full length publication of Vtoyzeck, read as "îilozzeck" by

Franzos, and was the product of more iniensive textual

scrutiny and strenuous efforts aimed at the collection of

supplemental material frorn a wide variety of sources.26

Franzost endeavors are aptly summarized by Hauser as follows3 
':,,.,,,.,.:.,,

Sparing no effort, he not only collected
manuscriPts, letters, and other documents
pertaininE to Bllchner' s life, but sought
out, interviewed, and corresponded with
as many people who had known Bllchner per-
sonally ã= rt" could fLnð'.27

f Franzos indeed had the support of the B{tchner family, but,

aS the letter from l{inna Jaegle clearly shows, he received

litt.]e or no help from her, and he was fir,mly convinced

that, she had manuscripts and letters which were very impor-

tant and not held (and possibly not ever seen) by the family.

In 1918 the family sold the Georg Btlchner Nachlass to

the Insel Verlag in Leipzig; in the next few years Insel

used the papers to procluce three importani primary Bllchner

Z5oietmar Goltschniggr "Der Erstabdruck von Btlchners.,
f !üOyzeckt in der tneuèn Freien PreSSet am 3. und 23. NoVember ;.:.:::;.,:.:.

L875," zfdp 94 (Lg7s), 265-267. i.ii...ì',.-,,

26_---lrlerner Lehmann, Textkritische Noten Prolegomena zvt,Ham-
burger Bllchner-ausgabe (tlamburg: Christian -rrüegner Verlag'
L967) , p. 36. [For information about Franzosr, r¡rrkl
27 _--'Hauser, p. 23.



editions--those

Hardt (L924/25)

Nachlass to the

L9

of !üitkowski (1920) , Bergemann (1922) , and

. In L924 tne Insel Ver1ag presented the

Goethe- und Schiller-Archiv in Intreimar,

where it remains.

There are many questions about Bllchnerts Nachlass which

have remained unans\^/ered and will, almost d.efinitely, remain

so because of the unfortunate circumstances surrounding

Btlchner's death and the attitudes of his family and fiancáe

regarding thÊprompt and complete publication of all extant

Bllchner material. There are contradictory accounts of the

Nachlass coming from people who were with Bllchner at the time

of his death--Minna (information about her coming mainly

through Gut,zkow), Caroline and lrfilhelm Schulz, letters sug-

gesting the existence of three dramas although only two

(Leonce und Lena and Woyzeck) have been discovered in the

Nach1ass, found in Zllrichrrumors about the existence of a

complete Pietro Aretino (including a claim by Franzos that

Gutzkow had and lost a copy which had been prepared by

I{inna), and certainly many lost letters--in short, given the

chain of events relatíng to the family, ivlinna, and the Nach-

Iass, precious little is certain.
It is safe to assume a rather severe degree of tamper-

ing wíth Bllchner' s letters by Ludwig Bllchner, the f ire ob-

viously compounding this problem, and the loss of, at least,
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letters by i{inna to Btlchner, but assumptions about inter-

ference with larger pieces of the Nachlass lie in the realm

of pure speculation as do ideas about the content of the

missing letters and Tagebuch. The allegations of deliberate

tampering with or destruction of manuscripts, specifically

with regard to Pietro Aretino and Woyzeck, will remain as

allegatíons since the only conceivable evid.ence to support

these charges has never been seen by anyone other t-han the

supposed offenders. The Nachlass dilemma contains a major

problem with respect to the question of interference with

manuscripts and other materials; these materials clearly

have lceen tampered with, but the degree of the interference

is impossible to accurately judge. Parties to interference

can be identified quite easily--Ludwig Bllchner and Minna

Jaegle are prime examples--but the precise objects of this

interference are lost or simply not verifiable as such on

the basis of sketchy available information. The extant

Bllchner material must be simultaneously used as final in-

formation about the Nachlass and as an indicator of what is

apparently missj-ng; the textual gaps suggested by certain

letters and statements, most probably, will never be filled

since extensive physical searches and ed.itorial research

have failed. to unearth, for example, Pietro Aretino or addi-

tional lVoyzeck textual or supplemental material. The

Bllchner analyst, in the fundamental region of the Woyzeck
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text and closely related material, must walk a methodorogicar/

epistemological tightrope in order to evaluate the whole

Btlchner/-yüoyzeck picture; the set of truly unfortunate cir-
cumstances in the 1837 to 1BB0 iceriod has rendered the straight-
forward analysis of most of the material irnpossible.



Chapter Two

The Editionsgeschichte of Woyzeclc

' The many extant editions of B{lchner's works printed in

the German language, both "complete" and "r¡{oyzeck editions,

can be split into two d.istínct categories; these are the

primary editions based on the interpretation of Lhe original

manuscripts (some of these are termed "critical ed.itions")

and the second.ary editions copied or synthesized from pre- 
I

vious primary or secondary versions. The nineteen edit.ions

clearly derived from the study of the original manuscripts, ,

the prod.ucts of eight editors (as of 1975) , are the basis

for all the Woyzeck texts which have been published; these

versions, then, will be taken to form the Editionsgeschichte

of lrloyzeck since the secondary editions, being d.erivatives,

tend to 1ie in even more difficult epistemological positions

than the already problematic primary version=.28

The Woyzeck material was indeed availaLrle for the 1850

edition, but Ludwig Bllchner was unable Lo make sense of the

28r"" Krauser pp. 243-244 for a graphic represerÌtation of the
Editionsgeschichte for Woyzeck; see Appendices One and Two
of this thesis for a list of Woyzeck ed.itions and primary
editions, respectively.
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manuscripts in his possession. Iie explained that the

material, though d.efinitely at hand, was:

zum grössten Theile mit blasser Tinte
geschrieben und durchaus unleserlich;
die einzelnen Scenen, die entziffert
v¡erden konnten, sind du:rhdas Ausfallende
so vrenig unter einand.er in Zusammenhang
zu bringen, dass nichts davon in der
Samrnlung mitgetheilt werden konnte.29

Nachgelassene schriften von Georg Büchner, the first Bfichner

edition, then, did not include l¡loyzeck and the first text
of the drama would not appear until after more than two

decades had passed.

The first successful attempt at the deciphering and

subsequent publication of a "uüoyzeck edition was Karl Emil

Franzosr encleavor, Georg Bllchners Särnmtliche tr'üerke und. hand-

schriftricher trlachlass, Kritische Gesammt-Ausgabe, published
in L879. Franzos described the condition of the manuscripts
thus:

Ich hatte anfangs auch nicht die leiseste
Hoffnung, dass mir die Entzifferung gelingen
werde. Vor mir lagen vier Bogen dunkel-
grauen, m{lrde gewordenen papiers, kreuz und
quer mit langen Linien sehr feiner, sehr
blasser gelblicher Strichelchen bechrieben.
Da war absolut keine Silbe lesbar. Ferner
einige Blä.ttchen weissen papiers, mit ähn-
lichen Strichelchen bedeckt. Da hier die
Zeichen grösser ùrarerj.- , der liintergrurd-
lrellerr so war da stellenweise ein !{ort zu

29",rdrig Btlchner as quoted in Lehmann, prolegomena, p. 36.
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enLzlffern, aber nirgendwo auch nur ein
garLzer Satz. Rathloç -wendete ich d.íe
elätter hin und her.30

Franzos used chemicals to render the manuscripts rrlore legible t ,,,,,,_,, ,

but, despite his claims to the contrary, his work did not

stop with the ¡nere transcription of Btlchner,s work. His

chemical treatment indeecl aided d.eciphering of the fading ,,., ,.,,..,

materiar and perhaps saved it for posterity, but it eventu- '.11'1¡:'''i'''t

a1ly led to the further deterioration of the manuscripts , ',,',',',','':,;';'
' ,.-,-. ,. t

making chemical analysis of the ink used by Bllchner, a pos-

sible source of useful information about the dramats Entste-
.,1

@g,, quite probleinaLic." Franzos' task after chemical

treatment was not an easy one since "die schriftz{lge waren

mikroskopisch klein" and Bllchner 't\,r/enn er Ëasch tschriebtr had.

"die unles*erlichste Handschrift, die man sich denken kannr,,

but Franzos compounded the orthographic and physical problems

of the text tirrough his own arbitrary editing.32 He used

his personal judgment "um eine lesbare und spielbare Fassung ,,,,.:r,:.i.,,,:.,.-.:.:. :

zu erreichenr" and. this factor raises a very real question of ,.,:,-,'.',.,,,'.¡.

Btlchner's versus editor's intent with respect to this woyzeck 
;t':"':'r".':'"'

2)
text." The critic Henry Schmidt has summarized Franzos'

!üerkeundhanrlschriftIicherNach.;:..':.:.'..1:-.1;.¡
@i@ãbãrffinzos i",',,,.',;',,,'¡',-(¡rantE¡r ivi:-n.p.,-TB79l , p. M.
.)1

'-Lehmann, Prolegomena, p. 36.
)a
"Erarrzos , Sä.mmtLicire Werke, p. 203.
)'>
"Lehmann , Prgle_gomene, p. 36 .

.:-;.1 :.: ::..: : ::
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TABLE I

FRANZOS (1879):

1. Zimmer (Der Hauptmann. Wozzeck.)
2. Oeffentlicher PLaLz.Buden
3. Das Innere der Bude
4. Stube
5. Der Hof des Doctors
6. Freies Fel<l.Die Stadt i-n der Ferne
7. Die Stadt
B. Studirstube des Doctors
9 . Strasse (ivlarie.,¡fanrborrl"lajor)
10. Strasse (Haputmann.Doctor.)
11. Iulariens Stube
L2. Vüirthshaus
13. Die Wachtstube
L4. frlirthshaus
15. Freies Feld
16. Kaserne
L7. Kasernenhof
18. ii[ariens Stube
19. Kramladen
20. Strasse (Marie vor der Flausthllr, ihr

Kj:Irdet,..spielen auf der Strasse)
2L. Kaserne
22. trrÏaldweg am Teich (es dunkelt)
23. Vüirthshaus
24. Waldweg Am Teich (Nacht.)
25. Frllher Morgen. Vor È{ariens Hausth{lr
26. Secirsaal

Kind auf dem Arm... .

-. {i

Note-- This table, Uke tJre ones that foI1ow, presents scene titles,
often abbreviated ones, frcrn a primry Ï,{oyzeck edition discussed i¡r
tLre text; tlre tables are intended to giËE reader an appreciation
of the variety of scene orders in T¡ücyzeck prirnarlr editions. For
colçIete scene titles and argunentation to support ttrem, tlre reader
should consult the prirna:az editions thsnselves (see Bibliography). TLre
numbers associated witlr individr:al scenes have been added by myself.
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rol-e in tire Editionsgeschichte. as follows:
To Franzos goeq the credit of discovering
thismasteipiecÇ and ^presenting it. to tñe
German public, but he was in large part
responsible for inaugurating a long tradi-
tion of Vü'oyzeck falsification. . . . He dis-
covered that. B{lchner had composed the play
in a nearly illegible shorthand. Being
hilnself._a prolific author, äe set about
fillingfthã gaps, clarifying where he thought
the play needed clarification. One of his
glaring errors was the misreading of the
title, and until the 1920rs the play rvas
called vlozzeck.34

Franzosr edition, despite its severe epistemological problems,

i,,las for many years the basis for secondary editions and much

critical work; it was not until the early Ig2O t s with the

textual analyses and editions of Vüiti<owsl<i and BergerTrann

that Franzosr work was superceded.

Georg irlitkowski t s lrToyzeck, Nach den Handschriften des

Dichters herausgegeben (L920) was an attempt to decipher

!üoyzeck and evorve a viable scene order frorn its final manu-

script phaset it shoulo be noted that in contrast to Franzos,

"Spielbarkeit und Lesbarkeit sind fttr Witkowski keine

Kriterien, " a fact which has brought him both praise and
35condemnation. - In Witkovrski t s "Nach.wortu it is simply

noted that 'lBll.chners Woyzeck erscheint hier zum ersten iviale

34""rrry Schmidt (trans. ) ,
Avon Books, 1969) | p. 8Q.

Georg B{lchner Woyzeck (New York:

35Qr-rote from Lehmann, Prolegonrena rf,36i general inforrnation on
t[itkowski from Krause,-pp. ftfz:
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TABLE ÏI

vürrKowsKr (1920)

I 31 = Die Entwllrfe
32 48 = Die Ausfllhrung
49, 50 = vereinzelnte Szenen

1. Das !{irthshaus
2. Freíes Feld
3. Nacht
4. Margarethe und tvlådchen vor der Hausthllr
5. ivlargarethe und Louis
6. Es kommen Leute
7 . Das lrlirthshaus
B. Kínder
9. Louisrallein
10. Louis an einem Teich
1I . Gerichtsdiener. Barbier .Arzt . Richter
L2. Freies Feld.Die Stadt ín d.er Ferne
13. Die Stadt
L4. Offentlicher PLaLz.Buden.Lichter
15. Handwerksbursche
16. (Louisel.Woyzeck)
17 . Anlastin- Tanbor.rrnajor
18. Buden.Volk
L9. Das fnnere der Bude
20. Margarethe (aIIein)
2I. Der Casernenhof
22. Wirthshaus
23. Freies FeId
24. Ein Zimmer
25. Casernenhof
26 . Der Of f icier. Louis . ,,

27 . Ein Wirthshaus :'.;:.:..:.:-;-'1:'.i;'

28. Vüozyeck. Doctor :"' ':'':,'.".:'
29. SLrasse
30 . Vrloyzeck. Louisel
31. Louisel (allein)
32. Hauptmann.Doctor
33. Frei-es Feld.Die Stadt in der Ferne
34. Marie (mit. ihrem Kínd am Fenster) Margreth.Der Zapfen- i::..' : :,',:

streich geht vorbei , der Tamboumajoi voran ;::;:':;':::r:r':i'::l

35. Buden.Lichter.VoIk (no text)
36. Marie
37 . Der Hauptmann.!{oyzeck
3 B. Marie. Tambour-I4ajor
39. Die !ùachtst,ube
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40. lrlirthshaus
4L. Freies Feld
42. i{acht
43. iuiarie.Vüoyzeck
44 . tr{oyzeck. Der Doctor
45. trüirthshaus
46. Vüoyzeck. Der Jude
47. Marie
48. Caserne
49. Der Hof des Professors
50. Der Idiot.Das Kind.Woyzeck
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so ¡ wie der Dichter d.as l{erk kurz vor seinem frl}hen Tode

niedergeschridcen hat."36 This work, which still draws criti-
cal attention, has been widely respected. for its faithful-
ness to the manuscripts, but it also draws rather severe

criticism for inconsistencies in the presentation of Bllchnerfs

orthography and punctuation. Even Witkowskirs faithfulness--
a seeming virtue--has been the source of some criticism since

his text includes some material which Btlchner had crossed

out; thus, the suggestion can be made that Witkowski failed
to blend. faithful-ness with proper discriminatory iudgment.3T

Witkowskirs greatest accomplishment is certaínly the break-

ing down of the manuscripts into three developmental phases--

the outline, completion, and scattered scenes (rrdie Ent-

wllrfe, die Ausfllhrung, die vereínzelnten Szenen") , This

marked a clear shift from Franzosr purely aesthetic and

arbitrary judgments into the realm of systemati-c textual an-

alysis¡ Witkowskirs three-part analysis, although not nec-

essarily his precise scene order, served as the poinÈ of

departure for Bergemannrs four part division and other textual
interpretations .

Eritz Bergemann, some of whose 12 Bllchner editions

have been heralded as being at the forefront of Büchner

36"uorg B{Ichner , Woyzecl< Nach
ed. Georg witkowsE-(Ëpzffi
37s." footnote 35.

den Handschriften des Dichters,
ñãeTTËrïff-ï9Zo )Tp . -l91-
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TABLE IIf

BERGEMANN 1 (L922)

1. Freies Feld.Die Stadt in der Ferne
2. Die Stadt
3. Buden.Lichter
4. Das Innere der Bude
5. l4ariens Kammer
6. Beim Hauptmann
7. Vor Mariens Kammer?
8. Mariens Kammer
9. Beím Doktor
l-0. Strasse
11. Die Wachtstube
L2. !üirtshaus
13. Freies Feld
L4. Ein Zimmer in der Kaserne
15. Vrlirtshaus
16. Kramladen
L7. I4ariens Kammer
18. Kaserne
L9. Weg zum Teich
20. An dem Teich
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scholarship, saw his first, and most respected, eoition,
Georg Bllchners Sämtliche lüerke und Briefe, published in
L922. He redivided Vüitkowski's classification into four
parts--outline into hi and hr, scattered scenes into hH,

compleiion into H; this classification scheme has been gen-

erally accepted, but Bergemann texts, especially the later
ones, derived from these phases, have been severely criti-.'

cized. Bergemann improved on Witkowski's work, but also

picked up some of Vüitkowski's errors and added some neü/ one's--

mostly in the realm of orthography and punctuation (sometimes

these are ascribeci to the Insel Veri-ag's policy of textual
modernization).38 Bergemann's text of Lg22 was based on the

last manuscript phase, H, with seven additional scenes bor-

rowed from h and h^; two scenes viere merged into one in threel2
places in the text.

Bergemann's 1926 text, coming after Ernst Hardtrs

Vüoyzeck, Eine Tragödi-e von Georg Bllchner, Nach den neu ent-

zif_ferten Handschriften, für Leser und B{lhnerwas radically
different from the first text; Bergemann adopted Hardt's

opening scene--the shaving scene--instead of the formerly
t he,

used opening--"Freies Feld"--which clearly lies atnbeginning

of what Bergemann defined as the last developmental phase.

38Ï."h*urrrr, Proregomena, p. 37.
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Hardtrs version, the basis for the chang:e, v/as a synthesis
of material from various developmental phases, grouped accord-
ing to aesthetic jud.gments about dramatic effect; in addi-
ti-on, materi-aI which Büchner had crossed out on the manu-

scripts was included in both of these texts.39
Bergemann's analysis of the manuscript phases and his

textual reconstructions have arl been incomplete to varying
degrees; much of his work is brilliant, but Bergemannrs fail-
ure to explain seemj-ngly contradictory material in his later
editions and his arbitrary scene mergers cast doubt on the
validity of his texts. one critic, Henry schmidt, states
s j-mply:

In L922, Frj-tz Bergemann published a completeedition of B{Ichner's writings, including retterswritten to B{Ichner, documents relating Éo him,text.ual variants, and even passages aeteted oythe author. This edition was herãldedas the tãstword in Büchner scholarship. rn later print-ings, however, much of the textual appaiatus
\^ras elirninated, and Bergemann decided- tg^changethe positioning of some Vüoyzeck 

"""rr"=.40
Textual alterations without commensurate rationales have

tended to tarnish Bergemannrs reputation; there is indeed
an element of artificiality in his texts, but, given, the
extreme irregularity of the whole B{lchner/woyzeck manuscript
situation, this difficulty shourd no.t prompt the complete

3 9..--Krause, p. 16.

4os"h*idt, p. Bo.
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T'ABLE IV

HARDT (L924)

l. Die Stube des ilauptmanns
2. Freies FeId.Die Stadt in der Ferne
3. Ivlaries Stul¡e
4. Buden.Lichter.Volk
5. Das fnnere der Bude
6. Maries Stube
7. Stube cles Doktors
B. Maries Stube
9. Strasse
10. Die !üachtstube
11. Vor dem Wirtshaus
12. Freies Feld.
I3. Kaserne.Nacht
L4. Maries Stu.be
15. Hof des Doktors
16. -lrlirtshaus
17. irrödterladen ,

tB. Piaries Stube
19. Kaserne
20. Die SLrasse
2L. Iiüaldweg am Teich
22. lüirtshaus
23. I{aldweg am Teich
24. Die Strasse
25. Waldweg am Teich
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TABLE V

BERGEIUANN 2 (L926)

1. Bei-m ïIauptmann
2. Freies Feldrdie Stadt in der Ferne
3. Die Stadt
4. Buden.Lichter
5. Das Innere der Bude
6. Mariens Kammer
7. Beim Doktor
B. Mariens Kammer
9. Strasse
10. Mariens Kammer
11. Die Vüachtstube
L2. Wirtshaus
13. Freíes , f'eld
l-4. Ein Zimmer in der Kaserne
15. Der Hof d.es Doktors
I6. Kasernenhof
L7. Vtirtshaus
18. Kramladen
19. Mariens Kamrner
20. Kaserne
2L. Strasse
22. Waldsaum am Teich
23. Das Wirtshaus
24. Am Teich
25. Strasse
26. Am Teich
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TABLE VI

BERGETì4ÄNN 12 (L97 4)

1. Beim Hauptmann
2. Freies Feld.Die Stadt in der Ferne
3. Die Stadt
4. Buden.Lichter.Volk
5. Das Innere der hellerleuchteten Bude
6. I{ariens Kammer
7. Beim Doktor
B. Ivlariens Kammer
9. Strasse
10. Mariens Kammer
1I. Die V'Iachtstube
L2. I¡Iirtshaus
13. Freies Feld
L4. Ein Zimmer in der Kaserne
15. Der Hof des Doktors
L6. Kasernenhof
17. Vfirtshaus
18. Kramladen
L9. Mariens Kammer
20. Kaserne
21. Strasse
22. t¡laLðsaum am Tei-ch
23. Das Vüirtshaus
24. Am Teich
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rejection of Bergemannrs work since no edition, on the basis

of presently available material, is defensibly a representa-

tj-on of a text finalized by B{lchner.

In 1947 Walter Schllrenberg published Freiheít und Vüahr-

hej-t, Georg 9llchne1, Dichtungen und F:iefe,; the ggyze+ ver-

sion in this work Ís a synthesis of scenes from the various

drafts with apparent omissions, printing errors, and incon-

sistent logic.41 Schltrenberg's work is marred by his arbit-

rary and inconsistent approach to scene orderi on the basis

of his personal sense of the dramatic he placed the shaving

scene first, suggests a new placement for the "DocLor/tr{oy-

zeckfl scene, and insists that Vfoyzeck was not meant to die

in the drama, yetr oû the other hand, he ignores the admit-

tedly dramatic scerìes of H' Simply stated, he ignores

much of the phase/scene order which has been established by

Bergemann and Vüitkowski and has created a l{gf¡zgçE which is

very dubious by virtue of faulty argumentation. The versionrs

many printing errors and. admitted orthographic alterations

are ad.ditional features which render it prone to severe

criticism as a primary edition designed to aj-d serious tex-

t.ua1 analysi-s.

Another ne\^r version, allegedly based on the manuscriptsr

came in 1951 (?) with Heinrich Leippers BllhnenEassung, of

r.: i,r:

4I__--Krause¡ pp. 17-18
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TABLE VIÏ

SCHIJRENBERG (L947)

1. Der HauPtmann.lrloYzeck
2. Freies Feld.Die Stadt in der Ferne
3. Marie mit ihrem Kind am FensterrMargret
4. Buden.Volk
5. Unteroff izLer.Tambourmajor
6. Das Innere der Bude
7. Stube
B. I'Voyzek (sic) 'Der Doktor
9. Marie.Tambourmajor
10. Hauptmann.Doktor
11. Marie.Iüoyzeck
L2. Die Vüachtstube
13. lrlirtshaus
L4. Freies Feld
l-5. Nacht
16. Der Hof des Professors
17. Kasernenhof
18. Vüirtshaus
L9 . Vüoyzeck. Der Jude
20. Kaserne
2L. Marie mit l4ädchen vor der Haust{lr
22. Marie und Woyzeck
23. Das Wirtshaus

'1-'
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!{'oyzeck which has a text of 32 scenes taken from all phases

beginning, unlike the later Bergemann versions, with "Freies
¿.)

Feld" (H/,1) and not the sllaving scene (H4,5) --' This text :-. 4. 4, 
,.,,,.., 

.-,,

"existiert nur als hektographiertes Rollenbuch"; in the view

of Egon Krause, who has seen the text

Aus Lei-ppes Vorwort ist.nicht ersichtlich,
ob er. tatsåchlich an den Handschriften oder 

':'r';,: 
:-:':.,

nur, was v¡ahrscheinlich istr âD den Ausgaben ',',' '

von Witkowski unrl Bergemann gearbeitet hat-
Auch dieser Text ist áls 'Neuordnung der '::'::::
Itberlieferten szenischen Ëlemente' nicht halt- r'''''r¡:'¡"'1.

bar, wobei zu bedenken ist, dass Leippe f{lr
die Blthne arbeitete uncl nicht an einer Aus-
gabe. 4 3

Bergemann's versions have been the basis for many sec-

ondary Bllchner or l,ttroyzeck editiolls, but criticism of his i

v¡ork has been increasingly severe, especially because of his

switch from the original "critical" to the later "popular"
44 a!. frormat. J-n L967 a new editionr âs yet incomplete, had its

first volume published; this edition, Werner Lehmannrs

Georg BlJchner Sämtliche lrTerke und Briefe, Historisch-]!5.-

tl_Egþg Ausgabe mit Kommentar (sometimes called the Hamburger

Ausgabe, although the volumes are now printed in Mtlnchen),

Azr:bj.d.. , p. rB.

43-_ . _1þact.
i::l-::;...-.

Å. ¿,==Ursula Paulus, "Georg Bllchners lVoyzeckr" Jahrbuch der
Deutschen Schilter-6eseÍtschaft B (L964), 226=2T6.
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TABLE VIÏI

LEHIíANN (L967) z Lese- und Btlhnenfassungi

1. Freies Feld.Die Stadt in der Ferne
2. Die Stadt
3. Buden.Lichter.Volk
4. Kamrner
5. Der Hauptmann.Vüolzzeck
6. Kammer
7. Auf der Gasse
B. Beím Doctor
9. Strasse
10. Die Wachtstube
11. Í{ir.thsllaus
L2. Freies Feld
13. Nacht
L4. Vüirdshaus
15. Kramladen
16. Kammer
L7. Caserne
18. Der Hof des Doctors
19. Marie mit l4ädchen vor der Hausthtlr
20. Abend.Die Stadt in der Ferne
2L. Es kommen Leute
22. Das ÏÍirhhstraus i,
23. Abend.Die Stadt in der Ferne
24. Vüoyzeck an einem Teich

32'. å::i:ñ:=diener . Arzt Richter
27. Der fd.iot.Das Kind.Vüoyzeck
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is an attempt t'sich dem Werk anders zu nähern als êüs-

schliesslich ästhetis"h.45 The rationale for the new

edition is related to flaws in Bergemannrs urork; these are

aptly summarized. by Margaret Jacobsr âo ed.itor of secondary

editions who switched from the use of a s1ight.ly modified 1-949

Bergiemann text to the new Lehmann textr âs follows:

There has been some criticism of the Bergemann
text in recent years, but Professor Lehmann has
conclusively established that it is deficient in
a number of ways and cannot claim to be a reli-
able critical edition; the critical apparatus
is incomplete and conflicting evidence has been
suppressed; the spefling and punctuation have been
attered, obscuring some of Bllchnerrs dialect forms
and other aspects of his style; doubtful readings
have been allowed to stand,46

Lehmannfs edition contains all the manuscript phases of

Woyzeck in sequence, a synopsis with all the manuscript

scenes in parallel, and a new text called the Lese- und

Bllhnenfassung which is based on Hn, the final phase, followed

by the murder complex of H, with the two scenes of H3 added

in appropriate positions. Lehmann avoids the use of ma:

terial deleted. by B{tchner (from H, and Hr) in his second

versions of some scenes (in Hn) r thus apparently respecting

B{lchner's intent, but the degree of care used by Lehmann,

4,4,'"Lehmann, Prolegomena, p. 5.

46c"org Bllchner, Dantons ïod und S.oy?ect,3rd ed, (IvlanchesteF;-rt5ã ffiivffiifr%Fs,
ed, Margaret Jacobs,
L97L), xxxi,
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though quite assiduous .,', does not necessarily, as Le.hmann

admits, yield an uncontaminated text.47 Lehmann's decipher-

ing of the Woyzeck manuscripts is painstaking and his en-

deavors to remain faithful- to Bllchner! s orthography and

punctuation are very impressive, but the question of manu-

script phase and scene chronology--his synopsis--is ultimately
based on sophisticated conjecture, and a difficulty remains

because of the appellative problems in the four ph.="".48

With respect to the !gEg.- und Bllhnenfassung, Lehmannrs trun-
cation of some scenes and hís placement of the two H, scenes

can be criticized as arbitrary; for these and other reasons,

the textual reconstruction, despite the beauty of Lehmannts

rationale and the vehemance of his criticism of previous

texts (in his Textkritische Noten Prolegiomena zur Hamburger

Bllchner-Ausgabe), can only be accepted. as a well-argued,

though nonetheless contaminated, hypothetical Vfoyzes.k--a

logical creation from a systematic manuscript analysis, but

by no means the only possibilityr ês indeed its author ad-

mits.49 The Hamburger Ausgabe presents a very detailed and

precise evaluation of the manuscripts, but its analysis of
manuscript phase and. scene chronology is problematic and its

47""h*rrrrr, Prol-ogornena, pp . 59-66.
48S"" Lehmann's synopsis in H.A.I.rpp.337^406; see Appendix
Seven of this thesis.
49s". footnote 47.
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textual reconstruction is open to significant criticism.

In L969 Egon Krause published lrloyzgck, Texte und Doku-

mente, xritisthherausgegeben von Egon Krause v¡hich contains 
,t..,,,,,1,,

a presentation of the manuscripLs and analyses of previous

texts basecl on the exhaustive study of the rnanuscripts and

varied supplementaL maLerials. Krausets work inclucles a 
1,,,,,,

crj-tical study of the Hamburger Ausgabe*-its manuscript an- 1,:}'i";i.:';'

alysis and text--which raises many questions about the -.-,,,,,',-
'.":-.:a

actual usefulness of the so-called '!crit.ical editionst' in

connection with such a problematic text. The book represents

an endeavor to carefully examine all facets of the textual

dilernma with the intent, as Krause puts it:

Zi::eI unserer Ausgabe \^zar es, einen kritischen
Text nach den Handschriften zu schaffen, eine
bessere und genauere Entzifferung als die bis-
herigen Ausgaben zu bieten, das Szenenfolge-
problem zu lösen und einen Anmerkungs- und
Lesarten-apparat herzustellen, welcher der
Gesamtproblematik der Handschriften gemäss
ist und mehr bietet, als der bisher einzige
Apparat der Bergemann-Ausgabe von 1922. Die :,',.;',',,,.',,

Handschrif ten sollen dabei nicht auf eíne ",',",",'
Stufe der Vollendung gehoben werden, die ihnen ',,'. ì,

nicht zukOmmt.5O ,i ', ,',

The edition, a well executed blend of research in rnany areas'

presents the four phases of Woyzeck, but, much like lrlitkowski,

Krause does not integrate the pieces into a t'final" text; 
.i,;.'.'-: ::_

this integration is not attempted because of differences in

characterization and action perceived by Krause in the various

5 0__--Krause, p. 29.
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phases. The notion of scene revision is acknowledged by

Krause, but he feels that there is not enough substantiation

\rith respect to its precise nature to support a formal text; 
,,,u::

this decision not to attempt a phaselscene integratlon¿ per-

haps the rnanifestation of an overly conservative attitude t

and Krausers condemnation of the previous llcritical editions
't,t'.,

haye recently drawn heavy criticism, notably from TVerner : :1

lerrmann. ?1 ',,,"'

Tire Editionsgeschichte of trrloyzeck is a fascinating sub-

ject; progress has indeed been rnade from the position of

having an undecipherable set of manuscripts to a stage of 
l

sophisticated textual analysis yielding several promising

texts, yet the basic problem of recreating (perhaps better l

i

termed 'rcreating" since it has not been proven that Büchner 
I

had finished the potential whole) has not been solved. Ob-
_ : ::"::'

viously the subjective judgments and composition of Franzos 
:',,-,.',

and the aesthetically ínfluenced textual interpretations of 
",,,','.,',1,¡;,.'_' l: l-

Hardt, Schtlrenberg, and (post-l922) Bergemann offer targets

for searing criticisrn, but even the attempts at the presenta-

tion of "clean" 'utoyzecks are tentative because of the appar- , ,'-, ,

.a,,:., t

ent lack of definitive information about the stage of

V(gyzeck(S completion at the time of Bllchnef 'ìS death, Con-

jecture regarding the chronological relationships between

SlW."rrur Lehmannr "Repliken-Beitråge zu einem Streitgespräctr
tlber den '!üoyzeckt, !' Euph. 65 (1971) , 5B-83.
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the action in the various scenes of all

phases has indeed been logical, but it

ered final since the intent of Bllchner

able from the material in his Nachlass.

the manuscript

can not be consid-

may not be deriv-

The whole issue of textual rationale is keenly deceptive

since even the most apparently logical analysis of the ex-

tant pieces may not be a complete one; all texts heretofore

presented, then, have inescapable elements of artificiality,

and more appropriate concerns lie in the recognition of the

textual epistemological dilemma, the minimizing of textual

artificiality, and the resolution of the problem of whether

or not Woyzeck's precise form is vitally important for the

reliable interpretation of the material. Definitive judg-

ments¡ oh the basis of currently available information' are

seemingly impossible, but analysis of the manuscript phases,

coupled with the consideration of the many possible Woyzecks

which can be derived from these phases and the consideration

of a wid.e variety of supplemental materials may offer the

greatest potential insigþt with respect to Bllchner's thematic

and structural intent. The straightforward editorial approach

to the Vüoyzeck problem, âs the primary editions show, has

proven problematic, deceptive, and often dubious; a synthesis

of an editoríaL/objective approach and an analytical approach

based on the careful study of Bllchner's complete output, all

logicaIly possible Tiüoyzeck texts and their interpretations,
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and all available supplemental material bearing on content

and style may indeed lead to a state of knowledge not pos-

sible with either approach alone. Considering the inade-

quacy of the conventional editorial approaches, this syn-

thesis may resolve the textual dilemma; it should certainly
give the critic a better understanding of that dilemma.



Chapter Three

The Entstehungsgeschich-te of VfoyzecL

The Vüoyzeck material consists of the three groups of

scenes first isolated by ?üitkowskí in 1920 which have been

broken down into four distinct manuscript phases; this four

phase system was initially suggested by Bergemann in L922

and has been generally accepted by later critics (although

a logical five phase system has been suggested by Vüilfried

Buch LL|TOl and Lothar Bornscheuer l]-.g721).52 The Entstehung

of Woyzeck has been interpreted through the painstaking an-

a,lysis of thematic, l5i.ographical, technical, and editorial
considerations; the conclusions made by the analysts take

the study of the Woyzeck material to an appealingly logical
positíon, but this position, though the end-product of system-

aLized textual scrutiny, does not yield. the definitive an-

swer to the problems of !üoyzeck's intended form or develop-

mental progiression. The "conclusions" must, unfortunately,

be accepted along with several gnawing assumptions about the

52 ef., Lothar Bornscheuer, "Neue Beurteilung der Woyzeck
Hañã'schriften," cRt"t 22 (L972) , 113-123; Wilfried Buchf !{oy-
zeck Fassungen gqg-ge!{grrggg (Dortmund: I^I. Crttmell Verlag,
1970). See Append.ix Four of this thesis for a presentation
of the five phase system along with other systems of lloyteq\
manuscript analysis.
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relationshíp between Bllchnerrs intended dramatic whole and

that which has been found of his Nachlass; simply stated,

what has been foundnay indeed be the whole of B{ichnerts

Vüoyzeck, but, in view of the circumstances of the 1837-1880

period, the likelihood of there being missing rnaterial seems

quite high and. ís certainly high enough to make the assump'

tion of ful1 possession of textual material il}-advised.

Franzos, âs has been noted, \^7as the first to decipher

the manuscripts and his work, though in many respects hap-

inazard, gives the first detailed account of the condition

and nature of the manuscripts. After the chemical treatment

Franzos reviewed the manuscripts; he describes them thus:

ì¡tas ich entziffert, waren offenbar zwei merklich
verschi-edene Entw{lrfe einer und derselben Ar-
beit. Die grauen Bogen \^/aren d.er åltere und
grössere, die weissen Blättchen der jllngere
und kleinere Entwurf des 'lrlozzeck.' Der erste
Entwurf enthielt etwa zwanzig Szener¡, theils
nur angedeutet, theils dtlrftig skizzlert, die
wenigsten ausgefllhrt,. Die Reihenfolge war
ganz willkttrlich; auf die Katastrophe folgte ein
Stllck der Exposition, darauf fand sich die Schluss-
szene angedeutet, dahinter jene Szene, mit d'er
sich wohl die Dichtung eröffnen sollte u-s.w-u.s.l^r-
Die weissen tslättchen enthielten nur etwa zehn
Szenen, gleichfalls ohne logische Reihenfolge,
theils Ausfllhrungen solcher Ste1len, clie sich
in den grauen Bogen nur eben skizzirL finden,
theils neue Fragmente. Diese Szenen des zweiten
Entwurfs beziehen sich sämmtlich auf die Katastrophe.
Die Namen der Personen hat Bllchner im zweiten Ent-
wurfe geåndert, bei einzelnen auch clen Stand.53

E2
"Franzos, Sämmtliche Werke, .P. 203.
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Franzos, then, received the manuscripts in an order not nec-

essarily as they were left by Btlchner (Minna Jaegle, Karl

Gutzkow, Georg Zimmermann and Ludwig Bllchner had presumably ,:,.:, ,:

gione through then before); this uncertainty, compounded by

the fact that Franzos himself marked the manuscripts, will
almost certainly plague vloyzeck scholarship forever, 

,,,.,,i,,r ,,..

Ttre free groups of scenes which have been cl assified ::: r::'':

olr the basis of dif ferences in format are as follows ! :..,,,..,.1',,,1,1

1. 5 sheets in folio format rvith 30 scenes
(Hf and FIr); Folio version

2. 1 sheet in quarto forrnat with 2 scenes
(H3) t Partial versionT one-page quaïto

3, 6 sheet.s in four-page format with 17
scenes, scene 3 without text (H4) ¡
Quarto version ,54 t55 2

The papers themselves, inks, hand.writing, marginal additions,

apparently intended deletionsn and other features of the man-

uscripts have been carefully descrii:ed. and analyzed by Berge-

mann, Lehmann, and. Krause (arnong others), but agreement on ;,,;,,,.,,;,,,;

,', 
''., '. ,t,

many points, such as the overall order of manuscript sheets t 
,,1,1,,:1r,,.,

has noL been reached; the three group division and the de- ",'

rivative four phase subdivision can be supported by apparently

logical argumentation, but the limitation of possible miss- :.:..::.:
: :: l::1:.: t:"-

ing nraterial remains a confounding varial¡Ie , ,:',,:.1¡'..

S4Ttrn=lated from the manuscript description in Krausen p. 80.
S5Mrnrr".ript terms from Krauser pp,BO-81 and Lehmannf pro-
legomena, p. 38.
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The folio version has been divided into two phases on

the basis of differences i-n the names of characters and

apparent duplicatíon/revision of some action. Buch and

Bornscheui=ls five phase systems break the folio version into
three parts; HI is d.ivided into two segments called Ha (the

so-called murder complex classed by Lehmann as HL, 11-20)

and Hb (Lehmann H, r 1-10 and H, , I) , and H, is classed as

He in the five phase =ch"*..56 The main characters of H1,

tne first few sheets of this version, are Louis and Mar-

greth, and in H' the later pages , Franz and Marie. This

appellatj-ve feature, and apparent changes in.characLerlza-

tion concurrent with it, along with obvious scene revisions

between the tvro parts prompted Bergemann to suggest the Hr-H,

division, which, with minor changes, is still generally

accepted; there are, however, differences between Woyzeck/

Louis, Nl.arLe/Margreth, and there is a probleroatic character,

the Barbier, in H, which creaLe a "mehrschichtige Unklar-

heit" which has yet to be conclusively resolved.5T' 58 Franz

and Marie are the names used in the last developroental phase

which has scenes that appear to be revisions of several ol-d

ones with Louis and Margreth as characters; thus, Eranz and

Marie are accepted. as the intended names, but the identity
56s.. footnote 52.

57 __-'Krause, p. B1

s8wolfg.ng Mqrtens, "Der
zfdP 7e (rgoo) 361-383.

t.ì -.: :

Barbier in Bllchnerrs rWoyzeck'r"
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problems of Louis/Margreth and the Barbier. who is probably

not vüoyzeck because of language and. personality differences

between the barber and lrtoyzeck, still exist.

Bergemann and Lehmann (afso Krause) disagree on the place-

ment of one scene in the Hr-H, complex; this is the "Ge-

richtsdiener.Barbier .Arzt.Richter" scene which apparently be-

longs in the murder complex of H' as Lehmann and Krause sug-

gest, and notr ërs Bergemann contends, before the obviously

introductory "Freies Feld" scene of H, although the two

scenes (HL,2I and Hr,1) do appear on the same manuscript

sheet, HL,2L at the top of the page (see Appendices Four,

Five, and s¡-x).59 other d.ifferences between Bergemann and

Lehmann lie in their interpretation of scene divj-sion and

Btlchner' s apparent revisions. Rergemann merged the 'rEs

kommen Leute" scene (Hl,16) witfr the conclusion of rrMargreth.

Louis" (Hlrl-5) despiLe Bllchner's obvious clarity in divid-

ing the two scenes; an unconventional crossing out of words

by Bllchner in the "Unteroffisier.Tambourmajor" scene (HZ5),

meant apparently as a guide to revision, is described by

Bergemann as a normal deletion like those used elsewhere by

Bllchner to eliminate whole scenes in the Hr-H, comple*.60

These differences between Lehmann and Bergemann, the leading

s9__-Krauser PP. BL-82.

60_. , _rþad., p. 82.
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figures among Bllchner ed.itors , are the most significant ones

in the category of manuscript interpretat.ion; they are rel-a-

tívely minor compared to the problems caused by Bergemannrrs

unfaithful transcription of material--a problem which lies

in the phase analysis and resulting textual reconstruction

and a problem area rather carefully avoid.ed by Lehmann and

Krause.

The second group of scenes, H3 or Herconsists of only

two scenes which are thematically related to material in other

phases of üloyzeck. Thj.s partial version does, however, have

thorny problems regarding Entstehung since the scenes, though

related to scenes elsewhere in the drama, contain mucir prob-

lematic material in terms of characters' relationships and

personalities. The "Hof des Professors" scene (II3, 1) is

unusual since it refers to a Professor and Doktor in a way

not identical to the coverage in the 
"t-"2 

complex; the "Der

Tdiotrpa;.Kj¡d.lrToyzeck" scene (H3,2) is problematic since it

relates well thematically to the Hn material, buL does not

apparently relate to the Hr-H, comPlex which has no child

and is, additionally, difficult to place chronologically in

nn.U' Bergemann, Buch, and Bornscheuer suggest that He was

the last phase of Woyzeck's construction since it relates

best to the "suffering lrToyzeck" version of Hd. (Hn) ; Lehmann

6Irbid., p. BB.
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places it before or during the construction of Hn ancl

Krause places it with the beginning of Hr-

The final phase, the quarto version, H4 or Hd is a
.,1.,:,t,. '

fragrnent which apparently was meant to be combined with

previously writtea material, possibly to create a complete

drama. Thís version leaves out the murder contplex (Hrrtr4-21), 
:,,,i:::,;

has a scene without a text (H4r3), and has another scene with :r-:;i:i'

three quarters of blank page after it (nn,9) ; these factors :, 
,,,,'..

:. :. 1

have prompted the assumption that material from earlier phases

was meant to be integrated vüith nn.U2 ,h" handwriting in

this phase is "insgesamt etwas sorgfältiger als Ueifra-fr, und

h3,, and there is duplicat íon/rev:-:sion of some previously

written and crossed out material which further supports the 
l

idea of revision and overal-l scene amalgamation by Bllchner; 
.

t:ne H4/overall scene integration does indeed lead to a viable

dramatic whole which may quite possibly ¡e BlJchner's int'end-
63 : ''led drama. ,.,,i,;

' '.:

Scenes in the various phases were not numbered by Btlchner

and this has led to a search for other means of identifying

Scene order in the four phases. The running over of scetles

62lbid., p. gL.

63s"" the chart in Krause, p. 242.
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from one page to the next has helped. analysts to place many

scenes in short sequences, but other study, based on marks

on the paper from folds, tears, etc., paper format d.iffer-
ences (. i¡r a single phase), and other feaiures has been far
less successful and certainly more controversial. The

running-over of scenes is a relatively sure measure of

ascertaining Blfchnerrs intent with respect to the order of

a few of the scenes, but the other endeavors are logical
exercises which lead to very tentative results; since it is
not known how near completíon the manuscri;ots were, the final
letter of B{lchner being of rather limited value in this re-

spect, much of the intricate textual speculation, though

eminently 1ogicaI, is embroiled in very basic editorial and

epistemological problematics.64 Scene order conclusions,

simply stated, have been relative and not absolute measures;

the order of many scene groups has been discerned, as can be

seen in the comparisons of editorsr views in Appendix Four,

but the overall order of scenes in phases remains the subject

of debate.

The major problem in the analysis of the manuscripts is
the simple fact that Bllchner's order of them is unknown.

Franzos, working nearly 40 years after Bllchnerrs deathr âs

64ct. Bergemann, pp. 242-266¡ Krause, pp. 80-159; Lehmann,
Prolegomena, pp. 35-66 and H.A.I., pp. 337-406.
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can be seen in tris previously cited comments, received. the

manuscripts in a state in which the original scene order

was unclear; his chemical treatment and marking of the

papers left his successors in an even more dubious editorial

position than he had faced in 1875. As a result of this prob-

lem, for example, Vüitkowski, Buch and Krause do not agree on

absolute scene order, but only on which scenes ancl scene

fragments share single pages or run from one page to another

(see Append.ices Four, Five, and Six). Thj-s problem, then,

allows great leeway in the creation of Woyzeck texts; the

four phase argument has certainly gained. predominance, but

other arguments such as Buch and Bornscheuer's (suggesting

five phases with three different conceptions of ïüoyzeck' the

murder complex being the first phase) can nonetheless be

rationally drawn from the manuscripts.65t66 
"rrdg*ents 

about

absolute order of scenes and phases are very problematic;

simple judgments about order of small groups of scenes on

a single page or on clearly successive pages are logically

permissible, but of limited value since their larger framework

remains an unknown.

The analysis of. the chronological development of the

Woyzeck phases has been quite extensive; it is based on

editorial, thematic, biographical, and technical considerations.

65s"" footnote 52.
66g,r"hr pp. 66-67.
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Ht is generally considered the most t'closedt' phase since ít
provides a clear introduction, action, and a conclusion;

it is indeed possible that this phase, which can be con-

sidered a complete Ï¡üoyzeck, is the second d.rama allud.ed to

in Bltchnerrs September 1836 letter.67 The tenth scene of
H., contains a comment by the Barbier, "Ich bin ein spinosa

pericyclica," which lead.s the analyst to an apparent insight;
a lett.er from Bllchner (2 September 1836) alludes fairly
clearly to Leonce und Lena, which was written in the sunmer

of 1836, and mentions Bllchnerrs concern for pirilosophy and

Spinoza in particular, and there are significant parallels
between Büchnerrs life experiences circa Summer 1836 and

those in Spinoza's life--exiIe, the "pericyclica" idea, "t".68
There is also an interesting apparent allusion to Dantons

Tod in the H., "Buden.Volk" scene (number 1), but it is
J

generally felt that this does not suggest a date for tt', closer

to the time of Dantonrs creation.69 H.,, then, is generally
.L

placed later in theSt¡assburg period (pre-October 1836) be-

cause of the modification idea suggested in the September

1836 letter to the family and the Hl-H2 format, but exact

67 __Krause,

6 B_-Krause,

69 _.Krause,

p. 76¡ H.A. TI, p. 460.

pp. 74-76; H.A. II, p. 460.

p. 76'
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chronological placement of these phases is quite diffi-

cult. Hn with its apparent gaps for rnaterial from other

phases and adaptation of Hr-H, material is placed in the

Züri-cln period., a contention supported by the fínal letterrs

indication of the drama's expected completion. The assump-

tions about H, coupled with the apparent deletions and re-

visions of Bllchner make the generally acceptecl chronology

of Hr-Hr-Hg-H¿ appear to be a logical process of develop-

ment, but this analysis is hardly a straigntforward pro-

positionrespecially with regard to the two scenes of Hr.

In short, the Entstehung analyses have been complex

and rational, but have not removed the aura ôf doubt from

Vüoyzeck. The study of ínk has proven inconclusive, specu-

lation about marks on the paper has been highly controver-

sial, biographical/thematic integrations are not and prob-

abty can't be d.efinitive, the appealing 'phase/scene chrono-

logical integration of Lehmannr s synopsis (see Appendix

Seven) can not be considered final and has been heavily criti-

c1zed., and conclusions about scene order--from Franzos (1879)

to Bornscheuer (Lg72) --must be viewed as tentative; as

Lehrnann (tfre author of the much-heralded Hamburger-Ettchner

A-usgabe) and others have come to realJ-ze, only provisional

knowledge is available from the various editorial approaches
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used with the woyzeck material; doubt remains and the

potential analyst must consider what has been done and

what can yet be done with a keenly d.iscriminatíng eye.
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Chapter Four

The Problematics of the Textual Reconstruction--
Lehmann vs. Bergemann

Study of the manuscripts and classification of the

drafts, then, have not resolved the d.ilemma of creating

Bllchnerrs intended Woyzeck; the drafts represent strands

of interrelated material which the prospective editor of a

text is forced to integrate on the basis of some methodo-

logical formula. Bergemann and Lehmann, edítors of the two

most widely respected B{lchner editions yet pr:blished, do not

agree on the precise division of the various draft scenes

and several precise scene wordings and punctuations; their

disagreements on the Entstehung issue are not severe, but

they do eventually lead to significant differences in their

textual reconstructions as the following brief analysis will

show.

Bergemann (lZ. Ausgabe) worked with the various draft

versions before he presented his own text, but he has linked

the draft elements in a way which leaves him open to consid-

erable criticism. His version, starting with the "Hauptmann.

!úoyzeck" scene, seems to lose much of the subtlety, insight,

and unconventionality one would expect from Btlchner (using
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Lenz, Dantons Tod, and Leonce und Lena as rough indica-
tors); this scene is out of place (vis-a-vis Danton)

since it creates a very contrived social mirieu in which

Inloyzeckts actions become, from the beginning, crearry pre-
dictable and mechanical. such a beginning is apparently too

arbitrary and overstated for Bllchner considering his concep-

tion of the role of the dramatist as an "animator" of history;
this opening and its manifestation on dramatic action tend.s

to cloak or remove Woyzeckrs humanity by promoting a heavy-

handed materialistic (stimulus/response) u.pp.o..h.70 This

sort of interpretation is admittedly a tentative one (by no

means the only possibility), but Bergemann also offers more

straightforward problems in his text. He incorporated some

material which Büchner had apparently intended to d.elete, and

he altered. spellings and dialogue at various point=.71 Berge-

mannts hypotheticar construction, then, can be severely crit-
icized on both technicar and aesthetic arounds; its value,
however, should not be totally discounted since Bllchner's ac:.

tuar intent is an unknown and even a seemingly implausibre

a very effective opening scener âs
indeed several editors have noted, but in view of manuscript
analyses which classify it as the fifth scene in H4 (Krause
and Lehmann) and the dramaturgical problems mentiorìed in the
text, it is unlikely that the scene is the opening Blrchner
desired for the drama (see the discussion of trnloyzèck's dra-
matic form in the third cirapter of part two oE-ThG-thesis) .

7r_JacoþS, xxxl- -:oo<ii.
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text could be an accurate reconstruction.

Lehmannt s goal was to delete material which BlJchner

had apparently intended to delete andr oD the basis of

highly systematic textual scrutiny, to synthesize Hr, H3,

and iln into a workable whole. This goal is obviously a

desirable one, especially so considering the extreme irregu-

larities of many other editions, but, given the uncertain-

ties of the Woyzeck case, it is not necessarily an easily

attainable one. Lehmann.'s admitted.ly hypothetical Woyzeck

version, the !g_1g.- und Bllhnenfassung, can itself be criti-

cized, on both aesthetic and technical grounds; his place-

ment of the two H, scenes can be considered quite arbitrary,

his use of a crossed out scene like il2Þ is highly question-

abl-e as is his use of an arbitrarily blended "Buden.Lichter.

Volk" scenerand finally his use of a truncated Hrr21 scene

at the end of the drama runs afoul of the very thorny Barbier/

lVoyzeck identity i"=r".72 The question of Bttchnerrs intent

is still unresolved and will probably remain so indefinitely,

and this simple factor renders the v¡hole debate about the

Hamburger Ausgiabe's technical superiority highly problematic;

Klaus Kanzog's exclamation, "Wozzeck, hloJzzeck und kein Ende' ,"
epitcnrizes, ' the whole problem since each "critical editiont'

72.n" problems with characters' names will be discusserl in
Part Two.
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seems to result in more critical uncertaj-rrty.73

The l-atest Bergemann version seems to have a three part
structure reminiscent of classical tenets; V[oyzeck and his

set of interacting characters are introduced, Vüoyzeck recog- ,' 
,,,,,',,i, 

,

1.. -l-'l :.:.:.:_i ;.1,:,r

nizes his dilemma, and he, his hand forced in the tragic fash- : ' l

ion, acts. The play starts with the dramatically effective 
'',,,,:,1.,,','t,:;,,,,.

shaving scene which clearly introduces l'üoyzeck as a victim ,
:

and this opening creates a materialistic mood which re-
mains for the rest of the play. The first segment of this
Bergemann text, âs its first scene, shows Woyzeck as a socie- 

,

tal- victim (social, psychotogical, economíc, and political 
ì

lforces have all been "seen" to explain his position); the

'i.Haup-tmann.r," "l)oktorr" and "Strasse" scenes are all in this
segment--!'[oyzeck is abused on almost all conceivable fronts 

].: ;. . .,

and recognizes llarie's actions. The second phase starts i1,ì'.:,¡.,,,.',',.,,

.-'-:.:.: .:: -::.,'with the confrontation between woyzeck and. Marie and contains .,t,,;,'',t1,':.
:l

further abuse of Vüoyzeck which culminates in a confrontation

with the Tambourmajor; in the next stage the knife is pur-

chased, Þlarie kilIed, and lrloyzeck drowned. This division 
..,,,-,..,,:.. ,,,

' is ad.mittedly conjectural, but is seemingly logical; such ::'::-:i'

73K1t,r" Kanzog, "Vfoz-zeck, Woyzeck und Xein Ende, Zur StanelorL-
bestimmung der Editionsphilologié, " DVj 47 (I973), 420-442.
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stage divisions incidentally have been applied to many

Y[gyzgg5 editions, especially early orr"=.74 rt seems highly

probabler âS Ursula Paulus suggests, that Bergemannls post-

Lg22 ed.itions were written to fit preconceived norms; she

observes;

Damit zeigL sich deutlich, dass Bergemann
f{lr eine Szenenanordnung des V'Ioyzeck von
Formvorstellungen ausgeñt, airflamTTas-
sischen Drama ge\¡Ionnen sind, ''

The emphasis in the Bergemann versíons, whether or not the

stage analysis is absolutely correct, lies clearly on a

social/materialistic plane; T{oyzeck seems to respond pre-

dictably to a variety of stimuli which come from an appar-

ently oversimplified social milieu. Bergemannrs texts, while

possible reflections of B{lchnerrs intentions, seem to be

constructed with an underlying rationale contrary to Bllch.-

nerrs notions about d.rama and the dramatist (see Part Two

of this thesis).

The Lehmann text defies similar three stage classifica-

tion because of its different scene order and the implica-

tions of this variant order. 'rrüoyzeckrs recognition of Mariers

actions, the end of the first stage in Bergemannr.s version,

is not nearly as clear-cut in Lehmannrs¡ indeed, woyzeck

tns". , for example, Kupschr PP. 43-44 (1920),

75Pro1o=n p. 23r"
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seems to sense her actions rather th^an "knowr( about them.

Lehmann starts with the I'Freies Feld't scener a scene

which places emphasis o11 the metaphysical side of -vrloyzeci<ts

life; he is perhaps an actor in metaphysical events, but he

ís certainly more than the simple victim suggested in

Bergemann's version. Vüoyzeckrs decision to buy the knife

comes after the confrontation with the Tambourmajor as it

does in Bergemann 12, but rrüoyzeck's motivation from this

point in the drama is in no way as clear as it is in Bergemann.

The Lehmann version, then, has a bizarre, metaphysical side

which emphasizes Viloyzeck's humanity and perhaps suggests a

nihitistíc or religious interpretation of the drama in con-

trast to the clearrmaterialis'tic leanings of Bergemann's

text. Woyzeck is less predictable, stil-l abused, and in

touch with mysterious and irard to evaluate extra-societal

forces (Bergemann's forces seeming mainly psychological) in

the Lehmann version; Lehmann, simply stated, present.s a more

complex and human character than Bergemann, and this sort of

character seems a likely inhabitant of a dramatic rnilieu

created by the author of Dantons Tod, Lenz, and Leonce und

Lena.

B{lchner, to be sure, is not an easy editorial target

since his style is highly idiosyncratic and his orthography

unconventional; these difficulties are compounded by the
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difficulty experienced in trying to understand his handwrit-

íng and notations on manuscrj-pts. The question of missing,

disordered, or contaminated material adds yet another di-

mension of confusion to the situation. 'rüoyzeck, then, offers

several seemingly irreconcilable problems to the potential

editor; Woyzeck texts such as the two reviewed previously,

are, despite the beauty of their rationales, hypotheses

and. not final ansvrers, and they should be viewed with re-

spect to the whole of extant textual information. The Leh-

mannr/Bergemann issue is ind.eed a convoluted one--both use

material from the same sources, bgt analyse and integrate

it differently; the analyst in such an uncertain posi-

tion, âs both Lehmann and. Bergemann admit in their works, is

forced to view potential Woyzecks, not defensibly authentic

ones, and then turn to other questions such as tire at least

equally problem-ridden area of interpretation. The issue

of textual rationale between Lehmann and Bergemann is really

a keenly deceptive one; both texts have their share of artifi-

ciality and more appropriate concerns lie in the resolution

of the questions of whether or not Woyzeckts precise form

ís vitally important and if any text likely to reflect

Bllchnerrs intent can be produced usíng available substanti-

ating evid.ence.
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With respect to textual reconstructions Lehmann

observes that "Die Frage ist nicht, ob kontaminiert werden

darf oder nicht, sondern wie und wo."76 This statement is

quite true with regard to the so-called trcritical editions"

with their synthesized texts which presume as much as is

possible, to be following Bllchner's envisioned plan of con-

struction, but another position, advocated by Egon Krause,

David Richards, and others also deserves consider.tion. TT

These men pose the following question: Since the end of

the apparent last phase Hn is unclear, the exact chronological

relationship between the phases and scenes is problematic,

and there are differences in characterization between phases,

can a textual reconstruction with obvious contami-nati-on

serve a defensible function in the study of Bllchner's drama?

Richardb notes simply:

Was aber Bllchner zweideutig und offengelassen
hat, darf der Herausgeber nicht eindeutig
machen wollen, indem er sich fllr oder gegen
die Möglichkgit, von Woyzecks Ertrinken
entschãidet.7B

The matter of the playts resolution is indeed. an open onel

it should consistently be borne in mind that in no scene or

phase is tr'foyzeck killed, apprehended, or judged and this

76""h*rrrrr, Prolegomena, p. 5 9 .

77ct. Krauserpp. . lL-29 ; Davicl iìichards, "Anmerkungen zu:
HamTurger Bllchner-Ausgabe, den '!üoyzeckr betreffend, t' Euph.
65 (r97L) , 49-57.
7BRi.hu.rd.", p. 55.
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limitat.ion is a major one which does raise a severe question

about the role of the 'rcritical edi.tion'r as a reflector of

B{lchnerrs dramatic intent. The main problem before I{,oyzeck

scholarship should be to analyze every conceivable shred

of evidence in order, hopefully, to gain a fuller apprecia-

tion of the textual dilemma of editorsf versus B{lchnerrs

Vü,oyzeck, Considering the wealth of unanswered or tentatively

answered questions about the textr âo editorial retreat from

the so-called complete texts to the manuscripts and supple-

mental materials may be in order; perhaps the positions of

üTitkowski, Krause, and Bornscheuetrf who feels tha't complete

texts push the Woyzeck material to apparently unwarranted

states of completion, will become the standard reference

points of the next generation of lVoyzech scholars. Simply

stated, it remains to be seen if the following position of

Lehmann wíll remain a defensible stance viså-vis Bllchner

scholarship in view of the epistemological problems of the

Woyzeck text¡
Wi" der Vüoyzgc]< hätte zu-Ende gehen sollen,
wissen wir niõhL und werden wir voraussicht-
lich nie wissen. Aber das verbietet uns nicht,
Gedanken darllber anzustellen, wie ein spiel-
barer Text aussehen könnte.79

79_
Lehmannn rrReplikenrt, p. 70,
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**NOTE**

The murder case accounts which forlow are compiled from des-

criptions or or official accounts on the schmorling, I^loyzeck,

and Diess cases as given in several sources, These general
accounts are intended to acquaint the reader with the three
historical figures r¡¡hose cases may have influenced. B.llchner

and may be reflected in segments and characters of i{oyzeck.
€.èr-

The sources for the accounts are:

1. Schmolling

Lothar Bornscheuer, Erläuterungen gn* pokuqeÍr.tg, g-e-o.f.g

Bllchner, WoyzecS. (Stuttgart: L972) | pp, 5I-56.
Egon Krause, hloyzeck, pp. L72-L84,

2, trrloyzeck

Bornscheuer, pp. 56-65.

Ronald Hauser, Georg Bllchnerr pp. 95-1I0.

Krauser pp. 184-198.

Victor Price (trans.), k g# gI F.e",ofg

(London¡ 1961) r p.133,

Btlchner

Henry Schmidt (trans.), gg_æSþr pp. tO3-106,

rt should be noted that the English sources (Hauser:, price,
and schmidt) mentioned previously are occasionarly'in-
accurate and prone to exaggeration in their accounts ofthe vtoyzeck case; the reader should place greater reli-
ance on the German sources (Bornscheuer and Krause) 

"

3. Diess

Bornscheuer, pp, 65-67 .

Krause, pp. 198-203.



PART TWO

Chapter One

Three [lurder Cases and Woyzeck

Was ist das, was in uns hurt, ltlgt,
stiehlt und mordet?

--Georg Bllchner, Dantons todl

On the twenty-first of June, LB2L Johann Christian

üIoyzeck murdered the widow Johanna Christiane Woost in Leip-

zig and on the twenty-seventh of August, l-B24 he was exe-

cuted for this act; accounts retating to the Woyzeck-case--

a cause celebre in its time--were undoubtedly used by Bllch-

ner as the basis for much of the characterization and action

in the play, but it is likely, based on apparent parallels

between the text and other murder cases of the time, that
accounts or knowledge of the cases of Johann Diess and Daniel

Schmolling v/ere also bases for the construction of the action

and characterizations in Vt'oyzeck. Daniel Schmolling murdered

Henriette Lehne in Berlin on the twenty-fifth of September,

1817; Johann Diess murdered Elisabeth Reuter on tTre fifteenth

of Augustf 1830 near Darmstadt, Büchnerrs hometown. The

i: :,::'.:

1-Dantons Tod, H.A.I., p. 4L.
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si-milarities between the three cases are'quite striking, and

it is highly likely that Btlchner was exposed to accounts of

all three cases. Additi-onally, Büchner probably was involved
''.,:., t-:,

in the post-mortem examination of Diesst body in Giessen
)(1834).' These three cases, each the object of considerable

controversy, have been investigated as possible sources for 
:.¡.,.:;,::_,

rnuch of the material- in Woyzeck; indeed it is possible that i',,",,

B{lchnerrs lVoyzeck is a composite of the three murderers.and. :,-r, ::':;,
'ir':: :'ì:rl,-:

other characters may have been derived from the various

accounts of the cases. Krause summarizes the significance

of the cases quite aptly ' ]

'

Bereits die zeitgenössischen Fachleute Hitzig ,

und Bopp weisen auf Ahnlichkeiten der drei
FälIe Schmolling, irioyzeck und Diess hin, auch
hierdurch musste der Dichter auf alle drei
Fälle aufmerksam werden, und er musste auf :

,3i;";'i;"ä:*';1"iilffi:;"3;å3::"T";i"'3:'='Ho, ,

die Zugehörigkeit aller Personen zu d.en unteren
und ärmeren Schichten des Volkes, ihre Armut
und Bedllrftigkeit; ::::

::--.:_:-:::-:

je<ler d.er drei Mörder ist Soldat gewesen; :: :-;. -:._.:;,,

| 

,t 
t:,t:.: 

.t,: .':,t .:

sie haben eine Geliebte, rnit der sie in engem
Verkehr stehen, aber nici\t verheiratet sind;

d.ie Bedeutung eines unehelichen Kindes; im
FaIl Schmolling wird es erwartet; im FalI 

:Irloyzeck ist nur von einem kind. die Rede, das j,,,,¡,,:..r.

mit einer frllheren Geliebten, also nicht mit r-r':':':::11 i:-.

der Ermordetenr gezeugt wurde; irn Fall- Diess
ist das Kind. etwa viereinhalb Jahre alt;

2__-Krause r pp. 166l--16 3 .
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die Ermordung der Geliebten mit einem l4esser
(nur im FaIl l{oyzeck spielt Untreue dabei
eine Roll-e) ;

krerbeieilende Leute nach dem Mord, Festnahme
des i.[örders, Gerichtsverhandlungen.

Als weitere übereinstimmende Tatbestå.nde
nach dem Mord...ergeben sich fllr den Leser
der Gutachten ?

die Versuche der Gutaehter die psychologischen
Vorgånge in den Mördern zu erfassen und díe
Zurechnungsfähigkeit zu beurteilen;
Personalbeschreibungen der Mörder im Rahmen' der
Untersuchungen. 3

In this segment of the thesis, the three cases will be

sketched and tl're parallels between these cases and the text
wíll be considered in order: a) to see to what d.egree hist-
orical murder accounts were used by Btlchner in Vüoyzeck; and

b) to see if Bllchnerrs use of the varied historical murder

materialsgives clues regarding Woyzeckts construction.

1. Daniel Schmolling

"Ob der rr{ord aus Liebe oder aus Hass, aus
Lebensllberdruss od.er aus Eigennutz begangen
ist, ist eine ganz indifferente Sache. "

Gerichtsakte Schmolling4

Daniel Schmolling was 38 years olo at the time of Lhe

murder; he was a journeyman tobacco spinner by trade and

had been in the -t¡üest Prussian army between 1813 and 1814.

t.Þiu. r pp. L62-L63.
4l,othrr Bornscheuer, Erlåuterungen und Dokumente, Georg
Bllchner, tvoyzeck (stu@pe nêõTamE, I3TTI , p.55.
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He lived with the widow of a tobacco spinner for several

years, and after her death he marrj-ed. This marriage lasted
three years, resulting divorce. Schmolling tkren returned 

.:,,:,,,r,

to Berlin, where Ire had lived with the widow, and shortly
thereafter was involved in a sexual relationship with Henri-

ette (Jette) Lehne, the illegitimate daughter of the widow ,:.::.,.,

by her late husband..5 ':.'"'-',1',

The notion of killing Jette came inexplicably to ,,.,i.:':',':.':..:.:

Schmolling about three weeks before the murder; after Jette's
death Schmolling revealed "ich hatte die f,þhn"J "o lieb, d.ass

ich sie nicht lieber haben konnte. "6 She had told Schmolling

that she was pregnant by hirn--a fact which neither dismayed

nor particularly pleased. him, and he claims that he had

planned to marry her (an arrangement supposeclly quite accept-

able to Jette); simply stated, the murder was without re-
cognizable cause ("öhne eine erkennbare causa facinoris" in
the words of the second defense argument) and aroused con-

siderable interest among Iegal, medical, and pyschological

minds of the time.7

The idea of killing Jette and then himself came sud-

denly to Schmolling well before the murder, but it did not

5_--Krause¡ pp. L72-L79.
6tbid., p. .-74.

7or.rr"", p. lBo.
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raise anxiety in him until about three days before the

murder; in the period after the murder actj-on and before

the onset of anxiety, Schmollingts idee. fixe about murder

did not affect, nor vras it mollified by, the nature of his
sexual relations with ,lette.B The best account of the mur-

d.er and it.s motivation comes from Schmollingts orvn state-
menLs in von Hornrs Gutachten {Iber den Gemtlthszustand des

Tobacksspinnergesellen Danie1 Schmolling. . . :

In der i{acht vorn l"lontag auf den Dienstag
schlief ich zwar, doch wachte ich alle
Augenblick auf, und dann trat. mir immer
der Gedanke, die r-feirne]f zu ermorden.; vor der
See1e, und dabei ftlhlte ich eine hef tige
Angst gnd ünruhe, welche mich nj-cht schlafen
liess. 9

Afterbu1ringSomebread,drinI<ingabit(but,accordingto
l

testimony, not to the point of intoxication), and sharpenj-ng
ithe knife he hacl found, Schmolling went to the house of 
i

Jette to bring her shoes and to murder her. The pair went
ì..:r.:r::;.:-::.tsearching for píne cones until Jette returned home to pre- 
i:,',,:,',,:,,:.:,¡,:.,:.'

pare supper; after this Jette returned to Schmolling and: ,,,,,,,1 ,:,,,'.,,:,,,,,
:::.j.::; : l.:.:-:.::-; :

lrTir gingen hierauf zusammen die Allee hin-
unter, und die Lehne gab mir ein wenig von
ihrem Butterbrodte ab. Die L. gab j-cir ein
wenig von dem mitgenommenen Speck, und von
meinem Schnaps zu trinken.l0

i .. 1-.- ..--..

[Ie. then aSked hef : i":':.":,,:,.:'::.,:.

B---Krause, p. L74.

o-rbicl., p. L75.

lorbid., p. L76. li.:1i
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t{enn ich heir so sterben thäte, würdest
du dann wohl mit mir sterben? Da antwortete

' sie, dass ich mir dock solche Gedanken nicht
machen solIte, doch setzte sie hinzu: wenn
du stirbst, dann sollte kein Anderer mehr an
meine Seite kommen. Als sie dieses antwortete,
hatte ich mein Messer schon: aus ,Jem Aerme1 her-
ausgenommen, und hielt es in der Hand.., Ich
stach das Messer gaîz hinein.,, Dann zog ich
das lilesser sogleich wieder heraus, da gríff
'die L. nach dem Messer, hielt es, und sagte
mir: ich sollte sie nicht mehr stechen, und
ich antwortete, ich wollte sie auch nicht
mehr, sondern mich selbst erstechen, worauf' : sie das Messer loslies, Ich sþr:ang:auf , ::iss rlrnir den Rock auf, um mich selbst.zu erstechen.'-

Schmolling then .saw people approaching, and in panic he

lost the knife; he ran off "um einen Stein zu suchen, und

mir damit den Kopf einzuschlagen,"I2 He returned. to the

scene of the murder since he thought someone else was sus-

pected of having been the murderer and he wanted to turn

himself over to the police. He surrendered, t'lrÏeil [er sein]

Leben zu verlieren wtlnschter" and was led off; laterf sum-

marizing his act, he saíd¡

Ich habe durchaus keine Ursache gehabt, die
Llehnel zu ermorden; der Gedanke-dieseÄ zu thun,
ist mir ganz von selbst eingefalle{rr und- ich 13begreife selbst nicht., ,wie er in mich gekommen"*"

Schmolling was tried in Berlin, found guiltyr,and sêD-

tenced to death (l4arch, 1819) because of the alleged absence

of obvious proof of his physical or mental dysfunctíon¡ he

agreed with the verdict and refused .r, .pp.âl despite the

11tbid"

l2rb.idr r p: 177 (both quotations) .

l3rui-¿.
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fact that the expert testimony of rrAmtsarztrt Dr, Merzdorff

and rrJustiz*commissarius* Bode suggested his temporary in-
sanity at the time of the murder and reco*mended preventa- 

,.,-,,,,...,,.:,,tive detention as a ="rrt"rr.".14 A third defense argument

byrrGeheim RatrtDr, Horn was published j-n IB20¡ Bode pub-

lished a second defense argument, once again urging pre-
.r, , ,; r, ,;.:1',,ventative detentionn in 1825. The death sentence was con- :,,,,',',' ,,

firmed by the appellate court, but, on the recofitmendat,ion ,, 
,,,,,,,,_,

of the justice ministry, the sentence was commuted to life 
'':':':'

imprisonment. on the nineteenth of February t LB25 schmorling

rnurdered a fellow prisoner to whom he had been subordinated.

After this 'rCriminal-Rat" J. E, Hitzig publJ-shed a paper ex-

ploring means of overcoming differences of opinion between

legar ancl medical/psychological experts in such cases as that
of Daniel Schmolling,

2, Johann christian Woyzeck i 
,,.,ì, 

,,,,r,
'_::: : : ì.:..':..

rrSo wie ich nun glauben mit psychologischen ','., ,,.,','

Gr{lnden dargethan zu haben. d.ass Woyzecks ,,,,,i,,.,..;
Einbildungen blos als Sinnestä.uschungen, : :

Irrthtlmer und Vorurtheile keineswegs aber
Symptome eines.kranken, den freien Vernunft*
gebrauch störenõñf-ffielenzustand.es betrachtet
werden mtlssen; so Iässt sich dieses auch mit
Beispielen aus der ärztlichen, ja sogar aus 

¡.1:.,;,..:;.,,,;.der giemeinen und täglichen Beobachtung be-., r i-1;::: .::. _¡,

Iegen. " Second Clarus-Gutachtentt

-t 
¿.*'Cf" Bornscheuer, Erläuterungenr pp.5I-52 and Krause, pp.

16F16 2

lsBorrr""heuer, Erläuterungen, p. 64,
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Johann Christian 'uüoyzeck was 41 years old at the time

of the murder; ire was born of "moderately well-to-do par-
bothents, wirojdiäa oy the time he was thirteen."16 !úolzzeck

then (1790's) travelled as a'ivigmaker, barber, and. illumi-

nator of copper engravings'i having trouble finding permanent

Work, ire served in various German, Swedish, and. Dutcn armies.l7

In 1810, while in the i{ecklenburg army, he met and fell in

Iove with a \^¡oman named l{ienberg v¡ho bore him a child; she,

however, was unfaithful to him, and after considering the

possibility of rnarrying her, ?'foyzeck deserted to the Swedish

army. Alleged1y, l'üoyzeck began to have hallucinations at

this time. After the Congress of Vienna, Woyzeck's unit,

\^Ias transferred to the Prussian army; tr'troyzeck then requested

demobilization and returned to his home, Leipzig. rn Leip-

zig h.e sought work as a hairdresser, but the econornic con-

ditions r/rrere bad anci he was unsuccessfult he tried to join

the Saxon army, but was turned down because of supposed p::ob-

lems with his clernobilization papers. It was in this Leip-

zig perio<1 that vrloyzeck rrret Johanna Christiane vüoost, the

wiclow of a surgeon, wj-th whom he had an aÍfair; unfortunately

l4rs. -vrloost had a predileeiion for soldiers"and eventually

she spurned 'rrüoyzeck and refused to appear in public with

f6s"h*i,1t, p. 103.

lTlbidr'; general i¡rforrnation on the l^Joyzeci<
Scfnnîdt, pp. 103-106 and Krause, pp. 184-198.

casê is primarily frcnr
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him (apparently despising his poverty) --.facts which often
evoked vÍo1ent reactions on the part of Woyzeck.

On the day of the murder, hloyzeck lvent to a shop to
purchase a handle for the broken knife he had bougirt a few

days before.lB previously -vrroyzeck had heard an inner voice
telling him that he should. stab tr{rs. tiüoost to cleath, but
his conscience fought that impulse, yet the voice returned
to insist that he would ind.eed kirl her. vJhil-e passing a

pond, Ìüoyzeck thought of throwing the knife ah/ay, but he

failed to do so; around dusk he saw Mrs. trüoost. on a street,
and, apparently to spite her (since their relationship had

recently been quite strained), he insisted on walking her

home. At about 9:30r âs they approached the door to Mrs.

itToostrs home, the woman enraged vüoyzeck ti:rough her suggest-

ions that he leavei at this point üloyzeck stabbed. her seven

times, killing her irnmediately, and wail<ed off . He thought
of suicide, but decioed to wait until later for this--shortly
thereafter he was arrested. He tried unsu.ccessfuly to get
rid of the murder knife. i'irhile being taken to the police
station, he asked if Mrs. lvoost was dead; receivj-ng no an-

sh¡er, he said, "Gott ,g_qhg nur, dass sie todt ist, sie hat

t_8__Ct. the accounts of t.he
96; Victor Price (trans.),
(london: Oxford University
pp.103*106.

líoyzeck case in Hauser, pp. 95-
The Plays of Georg Btlchner
ÞEs ãÍ9 6TI, -Þ:-Ís 3f-s ffi i a t,
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es um mich verdient!"19 DurJ-ng interrogation that night.

he made a fu1l confession and corroborated the testimony

of several eye vritnesses to the murd.r,t9trn the police

records his answers \^¡ere cited for their responsiveness

and clarity.

The trial seemed to be a mere formality in view of

the detailed confession, but doubts about Vúoyzeckrs sanity,

fueled by reports in the press;, led to the appointment of
an offícial medical examiner, Dr. Johann Clarus. After ex-

amination Clarus found no evidql-c.e-physical or mental--to

support the defense of l{oyzeck as the victim of insanitlr at

the tj-me of the act, and on 1l October LBZL he was sentenced

to death by beheading. In the next few months a ne\^/ defense

motion was heard and. rejected, and a request for the coiltmu-

tation of the sentence was twice rejected. The defender,

Hänsel, revealed that Vüoyzeck had heard voices on many

occasions before the murder and had delusions of persecu-

tion by Free Masons; a second Clarus investigation was

launched, but Clarus' findings \^rere unchanged and lrloyzeckrs

execution was set for 13 November, L822. A private defense

motion was filed on 5 November alleging Woyzeckts insanity
('f der Delinquent habe wj-rklich von ZeLL zrt ZeiL Handlungen

vorgienonmen welch Verstandesverwirrung zu verrathen ge-

schienen") and Clarus prepared his second "Gutachten" about

10
L¿---* Krause, p . 18 8. 19. Hrrr".r , p. 96. : :: :
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I,toyzeck.20 A third defense argument appeared in print, and

the medical faculty of thre University of LeLpzig was asked

to review the case--they supported Clarust analysis' On 27

August, LB24 üIoyzeck was beheaded, i-n the market square of

Leipzig. rn subsequent years-*1825 to l838*-many reports

on the case \¡¡ere published; many supported clarus t claim

that lnloyzeck t s moral degeneration caused his actions, but

many compelling arguments were made a1leging woyzeckrs ob-

vious psychological instabitity. fn recent years, hourever,

the opponents of cl-arus have been proven correct; in the

light of modern psychologicat knowleclge and through careful

analysis of clarus' o\/\/n argumentation, it is clear that

Clarust argument is, ât best, very weak since it is plagued

by contradictions arising from a dubious cause/effect per-
.2rspectave.

3. Johann Diess

"bÏir sehen uns deshalb zu der pflicht-
mässigen Erklårung gemllssigt: dass. aus
keinem Grunde eine Geistesabwesenheit des
Johann oftessl zur zei-t der Ermordung der
sfi.isabetii nêuted behauptet und gefolgert
wérden könnê: . " 

- 
cutachten des. Medizinal-Co LLegs22

2o"otrr="heuer, Erläuterungenr PP. 59*6Q.

2lnrrr""tr pp . gg-rr2.
22Botn="ireuer, Erläuterungen, p. 67 .

| ;.: ::':.
t:::-:.
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Johann Diess was 3l years old at the time of the murder;

he was a journeyman lj-nen weaver and had been in the army

until 1818, when, after a yearrs imprisonment for desertion

and various other improprieties, he was released. In the

v¡ords of his captain, he had been a [durch seine Lieder-

lichkeit und. Zllgellosigkeit im janzen Bataillon bertlchtigtes

Subject.'r whose actions while in the military had been highly

erratic--including threats with a sidearm against women and

guards, suicide attempts, and desertiorr=.23 After his im-

prisonment, Diess workecl with several masters; he became

acquainted with Elisabetha Reuter, who bore him a child ancl

whom he intended to marry. The child was ALa years old at

the t.ime of the murder.

A few weeks before the act, Diess had a conversation with

a teacher in which he asked if God would forgive a víolent

act--perhaps a murder was on his mind then; a letter to

Elisabethrs employer also mentions "böse Gedanken" which

\^/ere apparently directed to the wornan.24 On the day of the

murder, Diess and Elisabeth went to church and a disagree-

ment arose when she refused to go see the pastor with him.

Laterr orr the way home, Diess met Elisabeth and the pair had

an altercation ending in verbal abuse; Diess stabbedher

several times with a pipe reamer and. ran into a forest from

2tr<raqae.;¡ P: !99¡ cf.. Bornscheuer, pp. 65-67 and l(rause, pp. 198-203.

24toia.,, pp. 2oo-20L.
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which he returned several days later in order to surrender

to police.

Diess was trj-ed in Darrns'L.adt and, despite defense argu-

ments to the contrary, was found responsible for his actions

and sentenced to 18 years imprisonment on 7 December, 1831.

In January of 1833 the verdict and sentence were confirrned.

On 23 LtIay I LB34 Diess died in the penitentiary at lvlarien-

schloss; his bocly was transferred to the University of Gies-

sen for autopsy. In 1836 a report on th.e defense rnotions

appeared, and the report, prepared by Bopp, allucied to the

sini,larity in tlre cases of Diess, Schmolling, and. lrloyzeck.

4. Reports on the Cases

In each of the three cases, mental incapacity at the

time of the murder was the plea of the defense, and. in each

of the cases great controversy surrounded the judicial de-

cisions and their legal, med.ical, and psychological ratio.-

nales; considerable attention hras drawn to the cases through

various published reports, at least some of which Btlchner

apparently read. In the case of Johann Diessr ês l:as been

noted, Bllchner probably v,ras involved in the preparat,ion for

autopsy, and he almost certainly knew of the case since it

took place--murder and trial-.-in his hometov¿n and caused

much commotion.
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Chronology of Contemporary Reports
Diess, Schmolling, and ?foyzeck25

1820

IB24

LB25

LB26

LB27

rB36

Dr. Horn on Schmolling
Erfahrung.

Archiv ftlr medizinische

Book form: Leipzig

Zeitschrift ftlr die
I{enfeI-

Dr. Clarus II on

Dr. Clarus II on
Staatsarzneilcunde

Woyzeck

î'üoyzeck
(hrsg,

Counterargurnent by Dr. Marc Book form: Bamberg

Counterargument by Prof" Heinroth Book form;
Leipzig

Justiz-Commissarius Bode 2n,C. defense position on
Schrnolling Zeitschrift ftlr die Criminal-Rechts-
P f lege ( hr s@iõn3 le-ta--õT-arÇErc,
Sõñmõllrins case)

Dr. Clarus I on T^troyzeck Zeitschrift fllr die Staatsr
ar zne íkunde ( hr s g . He nke --rneñEïõn s Tañ-affi-Hãfã?õErr I

Various accounts Zeitschrift ftlr die Civil- und
cf iminal_-necþtspf_I4--6rsõ'" Þî-eäffi') 

- 

-.-î

.Attorney Bopp on Diess Zeitschrift ftlr die Staats-
ar zne ikunde - -menti on s oil@-Eõaãi-c1Huffi;
MÐõ-lãtss: Henke)

The journal Zej-tschrift f{lr die Staatsarzneil<under ês

can be seen in the chronology, published reports orì tire

Woyzeck and Diess cases (1825/L826/L836) and a report aIlucl-

ing to the Schmolling case (1836); additionally, the LB26

and 1836 articles made references Lo Woyzeck reports published

elsewhere. Striking paralle1s between information--medLcaL/

25rhi= chronology has bee-
Bornscheuerr Erlä.uterungen,

compiled from
pp. 51-67 and

information given by
Krauser pp,L60-L62,
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psychological and laistorical*-given in the accounts and

materíal in l{oyzeck can be rather easily discerned, especi-

ally with regard to Schmolling and l{oyzeck; these similari-
ties support the contention, ad.vanced by many critics, tirat
such journal articles were principal sources for much of
lVoyzeck. B{lchner saw the dramatic writer as a figure wiro

adapted and animated lifeless historical accounts t he s-um-

marizes his conception quite aptly in the following passage

from a letter written to his family in July of 1835:

der dramatiscire Dichter ist in meinen Augen
nichts, als ein Geschichts-çhreiber, steht aber
tlber Letzterem dadurch, dass er uns die Geschichte
Zum zwei-ten rr[al erschafft und uns gleich unmit-

telbar, statt eine trockne Erzä.hlung zu geben, in
das Leben einer ZeLiu hinein versetzt, uns statt
Charakteristiken Char4þtere, und sLatt Beschrei-'

bungen Gestalten gib¡. 26

B{lchnerr êrs the latter would suggest of his own work, mad.e

extensive use of historical material--Oberlin's diaries for
Len?, many sources for Dantons Tod--and the argument for
similar use of historical material in litoyzeck is quite appeal-
.27_J-ng.-' As far as these articles are concerned, Bllchner had

obvious access to the Zeitschrift für die Staatsarzneikunde

and armost certainly had access--through university or other
sources--to the others. ts{lchnerrs father apparently had a

26".o. rr, p. 443.

27 __-'Hauser, pp. 107 ff.
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whole set, of Zeitschrift fUf 9*g Staatsarzneikunde and.

r¡¡4s a contributor to the journal as Krause notes;

Ernst B{lchner, d.er Vater des Dichters, war als
A.rzL selhst gelegentlich als Gerich-tsmedizi.ner
tät.ig und veröfÎentlictrte auch Gutactr-ten in der
hekannten Zeitschr,ift,fttr die Staatsarzneikunde,in wercherEGlEffitõñ-u6õ @und Diess erscirienen.28 t29

A look at the following lists of, parallels betwe.en the

actual casesr âs reported ,in tlre journals, and v,Ioyzeck will
show that B{lchner appare.ntly used the crarus accounts of
th.e ?üoyzeck case and most probably used one or both of the

schmolling accounts; the role of the journar-derivable

Diess material, however, is much 1ess clear.

5. Parallels to the Cases of Schmolling, lfoyzeck, Diess

The followj-ng four tables, compiled and transr-ated from 
:

the work of Bornscheuer and Krause, show major pararlels
betrveen the vüoyzeck text and materiar from the cited jour- 

:: :i::::nal articles about the historical murder ".="".30 only :.,,,r,,,,;

major points of, congruence are listed. since the many points of , 
.,..,,:'-'

great similarity between the three cases make identifj-cation

28s.h*idt suggests (p. 106) that Ernst B{lchner had a completeset of the journal.
29-_--Krause, p. 162.

1O$. Bornschegelr Erläuterungelr pp. 3-36 and pp. 49-67¡
Krause., pp . 16 Q=.2 03 ,
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of all text/historical source para11els very problematic¡

only features in scenes not crossed out by Btlchner are

lisLed. The fourth table, translated from Krause, shows the

historical material (in summary form) as it relates to each

of the four phases of the i.rloyzeck text.
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TABLE IX

Multiple stab wounds; flight after the murder

Love for the chilcl

Child by the subseguently mr:rdered lover

Brandy motif

(see Bornscheuer, pp. 65-66.),

JOHAT.{N DTBSS

Hlr15

H3t2

H4'2

H4'L4
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TABLE X

DANIEL SCHIiIOLLING

Hlrll Accidental finding of the knife 
,

H-,I2 Biblical command: "Thou shalt not killtrl_' 
'H.r,15 Circurrrstances around the murder: Night; walk

I around the city; the victim had litt.le time;
responsibility to prepare supper; the murderer
asks the victirn to be seated; caressing; obscure
a11usionstodeath;criesforhe1pfromtirevictim;
people come to tire scene; flight of the rtrurderer :

:

;

;H1,16 Pedestrians find the victim
H1,17 Shoe motif

H",18 Declaration of the loca1e
I

H1,19Searchfortheknifeatthesceneofthecrirne
H2,7 Motif of passing

i'

HA,I Conversation as diversion from hallucinations 
:

H4,2 Anxiety during the time before the murder :

't1^,8 Diagnosis of partial mental- incapacity and'the4' , -t' idee fixe

fI4,L3 Struggle with the conscience

H4,I4 fnn and brandy motif

H4,77 Declaration of regimental affiliation

General features:

Anxiety

Heat motif (as in Bode) : .::i:.:

::::r:

(see Bornscheuer, p; 51.)
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TABLE XÏ

JOHANN CHRISTIAN ï{OYZECK
',,t.,'r',',-

H.,,2 Fair (Kirmes) motif ; figure of the noî-coffiIrtissioned ::'::': '::

otrr-cer

H1rl5 l,lotíf prornpting the murder: tf I donrt know what you
urant! "; multiple stab \À¡ounds 

::,:,; :

H, ,20 Tire idea of throrving the murder weapon in the pond; ,,,,, ,,,,,I .,-,t, .r.,.

HL,2L The figure of the barber 
,,,,,,:,,,:,,,

H.r'| Diagnosi-s of the exanrining physician ::':':::
¿

H-,2 First name (Christian) of the historical Vüoyzeck
" for the child; love for the child

l

HA,L Visions in the open field; superstition abouto Free l.{asons in connection with persecuLion mania

H4,2 Figure of the drurn-major; illegit.imaLe cirilo;
mangled marriage conditions of the coÍìmon soldier;
general conditj-ons of psychic disorder

HÃ,5R'ushedmovementsian9ieroverthecomp1iment''that' hets a good man"

HA,7 "Change in his mental condition" through jealousyi
= faithlessness of his 1over 

:.,,, ,,, ,,,,

H¿r8 Hallucinations; proper execution of his military ,= duties ,':,,.,.,,,,.',:::'::'
Hn,9 Fu]l-blooded (apoplectic) constitution

4

Hrrl0 Unsettling impressions of the loverrs dancing at
= the fair dance with someone else; motif: "again

anci again, again and again"
r i- .-.-,.. :: .,

H,,11 Jealousy scene with the lover '" ''",4'

Í1r,I2 Frequent ffight to open areas; compulsive impera-
= tive: "Stab ivirs. 'vüoost to death!'t and warning voice

from the conscience
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H4,I3 Exertion in duties as a soldier; simple sleeping- arrangements with a cornrade¡ unsettling dreams;
struggle with the conscience

HnrL4 Refusal of a drink in an inn; sentence motif :o 
"The fellow whistles until blue in the face";
lrloyzeck lets himself be beaten without defense

Il4tLs Figure of the Jev.¡

H4,L7 Testimonial distribution of possessions; thirtieth' year as crucial point in life

(see Bornscheuer, pp. 57-58.)

:.:::;:.:
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TABIE XII

CASE OF SCIIMOLLIIIIG:

H"-- Anxiety at night; disguiet, thoughts of murder, searchr for a pub; murder circumstances including picking up
the victirn, walking, sitting down, murder locale,
murder with a knife; people passing by; ftight after
the murder and return to search for the knife.

H4-- Anxiety at night; disquiet, thoughts of murder.

CASE OF WOYZECK:

H. -- Running to the open field; impressions of lover's faith--L lessness; as soldier quartered in bed with a drum-major;
dreams and voices urging murder; evenings in bed with
impressions of musical instruments and the lover danc-
ing with the rival; dance in a Pub.

H.-- Persecution mania connected with Free l4asonsi visions
' outside of the city; impressions of loverrs fai-thless-

ness; drum-major; quarrel with the lover; doctor; ex-
amination, feeling of pulse.

H3-- Doctor; examination, feeling of pulse.

ll.-- Anxiety at night; disquiet, thoughts of murcler; perse-
= cution mania in connection with Free lilasons; running to

the open field; visions outside the city; references to
faithlessnessi drum-major; dreams and visions urging
murder; evenings in bed with impressions of musical
voices and the lover dancing; meeting of the lover and
rival on the dance floor; quarrel with the lover;
quarrel and boxing with landlord tüarnecke.

CASE OF DIESS:

H2-- The child; quarrel with the lover; captain.

II3-- The child.

i:I,,-- The childi quarrel with the lover; captaín and his ob-
= servations.

(see lK:l:auser pp. L64-I66.)
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The preceding tabl_es show the wealth of apparent

similarÍties between the text of trfoyzeck and the i{oyzeck

and schmolling cases; the Diess case, having inany similari- ,.:,.,:
l::;.

ties to the other two cases, has no really distinctive
text/case parallels. The Ï{oyzeck case has, of course, the

most strking parallels since each of the four pirases of ,,,,
ir'.., 

',the play has obvj-ous points of congruence with the clarus '',]'

account and at reast two obvious paraphrases of clarus ,,..,..,.

material--"I¿Iusst sterben Luder,' and.,'d.er Kerl soltr di:nke,lbïau,ì
tt ?'tpfeifen:-can be easily recognized." The schrnolr-ing case has

many parallels, but the most striking of these are in H1,

especially in the murder complex; this has led Krause to
suggesL that the schmolling case was the main source for the
drastic resolution of ttrat first phase and that Bllchner

switched to a more -r,'loyzeck-case oriented structure in H,

and Hn.32 The Diess caser ês has been mentioned, has no
,,,. ., ,striking parallels since its points of text/case congruence ,,,,,,

:: -,. :are similar to those of the other cases (since the existence 
.,,1-,,.
t.of the child and the character of the "Hauptrnahr", the main

points of distinction in a strict sense, are not really con-
c].usive);itis,ho\n/ever,possilc1ethatthiscaSe,thelast

i¡:::';;1.rof the three cases, a case discussed in the Bopp article i:i']:;

31__--Krause, p. L6j.

32lbicl, r pp. I6 6:172.
:1ì: . -., ::
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(in the important Zeitschrift fllr die Staat,sa,rzngikunde)

which also inentions the other two, and the case with which

B{lcirner almost definitely had the most personal contact,

Iea the author to the accounts of the other cases and sen¡ed

, as a generalized influence on the textts construction.33'34

Vühile it is probable that the ciraracters and action of

Woyzeck are primarily based on a combination of Schmolling,

Woyzeck, and Diess material, it is nonetheless possibler âs

I{auser, among others, contends, that the play is based

solely on the reworking of Woyzeck case rnaterial.35 Hauser

believes that the l{oyzeck of the drama was primarily based

on the historical trtroyzeck who, at the age of 30 (the age

given by Woyzeck in Hn,I7) , was a soldier, had an iilegiti-
mate cirild, was in love wíth a \^/oman who was unfaithful to

him, started to hear voices and see visions and was tormented

by those who called him "ein guter Mensch.'r Incidentally,
using thÍs age hypothesis which assumes B{lchnerts conscious

selection of characters' ages based on historical facts,
Schmolling would be too old (around. 35) and Diess too young

(around 26) to fit the age criterion set by B{lchner in the

finar scene of Hn. Hauser exprains Btlchner(s roanipulation

"See Hauser, pp. IlGrII' about the child and nLilita4r sitqation.
34ta should. be noted at this point, that the preceding hy-
pothesis about the Bopp account (appearing in Spring, 1836)
is compatible with the prevailing arguments about lfoyzeckts
Fntstehung.
35__--Hauserr pp. 1C9-112.
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of historical features in the following manner:

As has been pointed out, the lfoyzeck^Woostrelationship had been a stormy ãnd i1l-
defined affair. and there was no child in*volved. Neverthelessr even this d.iff,erence
cannot be regarded as an inaccuracy incharacterization, for the relationãhip
Btlchner develops is just as solidly róotedin the historical source, Hê simply placed
the dramatic focus on an earlier þeiiõa i-n
Vüoyzeckrs life, i.e,, on the time when he
v/as still a soldier./,"./Instead of forty_one,
he is just over thirty years old, exactl| the'
age of the historical Vüoyzeck in lB1O, when he
and the w'oman named lrlienbarg were planñing tomarry, when he was in the Swedish mj.Iitaryservice, and when his hallucinations firsi be-
gan to trouble him,36

This is indeed a logicar hypothesis, and it certainly avoids
a thorny problem arising from Krauser's thesis (i.=,, if the
conclusion of Ha is schmolling-based and the rest of the
play is essentially lrÍoyzeck-basedr then the sort of textual
reconstruction used by Lehmann, Bergemannn and others may

well be a blend of anachronistic componen¡s-*pertaining to
schmolling and lvoyzeck--which Büchner never intended to

)1
unite) "'' The obvious weakness of Hauserrs analysis is that
he fails to recognize the significance of the schmolling
case parallels in the murder comprex of H, " while l,üoyzeck

case rnaterial certainry predominates, and access to the clarus
36ïbid., p. rro-rrr.
37rt should be remembered, however, that the historical
lrloyzeck committed murder at the agå of 40 and did not killthe woman who had borne him a ctrird ten years earlier¡ thus,Hauser is suggesting that Büchner manipulated feat,rr"å fromdif ferent stages in the historical woy-zeck r s life.
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accounts in the ZeitscirrifÈ fllr die staatsarzneikunde is a

logicar assum,cLion, it seems clear that scirmolling case

material is also in -vfoyzeck and in a crucial point of the .,;:r.,.
: 
:l':''' 

:

play--the only account of murder; Hauserrs hypothesis,
without an expranation for the seeming wealth of schmolling
material, is prone to severe criticism. trn contrast to this : .::.

l.tl ,.,t, t.

sort of very risky argumentation, Krausets contention that "'::ai:'

,'r',r', t.,there are fundamental dif ferences between H, and Hn in terms ,,,.,,:,

of d.ifferential reliance on historical material stands as

well substantiated; Krause rightly does not put an undue

d.egree of rel-iance on case/text parallels arone since he

realizes thei.r l-imitecl role and notes: 
l

Die Gesamtheit der Ubernahmen aus den
Gutachten sowie die auf eine tvlordabsicht 

l

hinweisenden Stellen bilclen nur noch eine
Schicht in der cesantplanung Bllcirners.38 

i

Hauser, Krause, and. Bornscheuer have, simply stated, 
.

investigated the many similarities between vüoyzeck char- ,,,, ,,
.. r.,,a::,t,

acters and actions and those in the accounts of three i,,;,.,,.¡,.

i.,,¡.';'¡,'¡historicar murder cases, and. they have shown that accounts :-::'r:

printed in journals, particularry the clarus accounts, \4rere

apparently used as sources by Bttchner. These find.ings fray,

when integrated with other inforrnation about sources,show ,,,,,i-,r,
i:'-::l:11::'ì:

possible construction patterns and help in the development

of a r(cleanert' Woyzeck text, butr âs is the case in many

3 B__- -Kra.use r pp . L7I^I72.
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other avenues of Büchner investigation, many questions

remain $rithout satisfactory answers.

l: ':: :::



Chapter Two

Vfoyzeck Sources and parallels

rn ad.dition to the accounts of the three murder cases,
nodern researchers have found other sources apparently
use.d by Btlchner in the constructi-on of l¡Ioyzeck; these in*
clude many biblical quotes or paraphrases of bibrical pass-
ages . and a wicie range of o'ther materials such as songs,
poems, fairy tales and possíble arlusions to other dramas.

These will be briefly discussed here since, as vras the case

with the murder case parallers, study of Btlchnerrs differ-
ential reliance on indivi,lual (Bible, etc.) or typal (folk
so:ngs¡ , etc. ) sources in tire four phases of the drama may

enable the critic to discern features of vüoyzeck,s construc-
tion which, in turn, ftây help in the resolution of the
textual dilemma. This study will be done in two parts:
1) Biblical allusions; and 2) Other Sources/paralIels.

1. Biblical All-usions

There are many features in Bltchnerrs background which
suggest that Protestant theology had a strong influence upon

him; Krause notes the forrowing about Blfchnerrs theological
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background and its likely influence upon him:

Georg B{lchner, d.er aus einer protestantischen
Familíe stammt, hat nach dem Verlassen d,es
Pfotestantischen Gymnasiumsin D-aåmstadt in
einem auffallenden l4asse Umgang mit protesà

tantischen Theologen gehabt. Es wäre erstaun-
lich, v¡enn dieser Verkehr, der das Leben des
Dichters oft entscheidend rnitbestimmte, sich
nicht 4uch auf seine Dichtungen ausgewirkt
hä.tte.39

In S'trassburg he lived with the pastor Johann Jacob Jaegle,

and he probably came into contact with his uncle Ecluard

Reuss, a famous theologian, while in the city; additionally,
Bllcirner had several friends--Eugen Boeckel, Adorf and Daniel

August Ehrenfried Stöber--who were students of theology (tire

latterturo, incidentally, were instrumental in allowing
Bttchner to get the oberlin material used in the writing of
Lerrr) .40 There were also many other people--students of
theology--with whom Bllchner came into contact in strassburg

and whose friendships with Btlchner are suggested by corïes-
pondence. Later, in Giessen, Bllchner met August Becker, who

had given up the study of theology, and pastor Friedrich
Ludwig îVeidig, who helped in the *ini,rn : of the Flessi-

schen Landbote. This information about Bttchner's many crose

acquaintances in the field of theology, coupled with the

knowledge of B{Ichner's religious scepticism which can be

39rbid., p. 204.

4Qrbid. , pp. 204^2Qs.
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gleaned from such accounts as Fried.rich Zimmermannrs (a

schoolmate of Bllchner and. the twin brother of Georg

Zimmerna who attempted to edit L{g?""1. in the late lB30's)
memories of the writer, clearly support Krausers contention
that it wourd be incredible if Büchnerrs broad theological
background had no influence on his writing¡ with this sort
of background, the many similarities between portions of
the l[gyzeck text and passagies from the Bible can hard.ly be

ascribe'd to simple coinciderr.". 41

The following list of the apparent Biblicar allusions
in lrloyzeck is borrowed from the work of Egon Krause; rine,
page, and scene numbers from Krausefs work are paired with
listings of parallel passages in the King James gj-b1e.42

H- 
. T:: -- 

---T-t
"1
tç.

L2 (p. 37¡ 1. 14-15)--nxodus 20:13¡ Matthew 5¿2I; Luke lB:
20¡ James 2;IL,

15. (p, 39; 1. 22^23)--Revetation 6¿it2¡ The Acts 2t20.

- 
(p, 42¡ 1. 16-17) -*see H1rtr5,

H^.¿
Qrt

! (.p. 43¡ I.28/p. 44; 1.1-4) --Revelation 1:10; Revelation
IzL2¡ Revelation 16:18-19; Revelation L7:3; Genesis
19t24^26t Iï Peter 226-7 i see also Revelation B:5¡rï Peter 3:10; Luke L7:29 and 3I-32,

4I¡'ri.dri"h zimmerman in
Gesamtausgabe, ed. Erj-tz
ïIÐTerE L974) | pp.
42__--Krauser pp. 227-233.

Georg B{Ichner, vVerke und BriefeE'æmãil*TZth;æ; EaffiEffi/u :
552^554.

tj:
t.::_::
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Z (p, 45¡ 1.17-18)*-see H"fIt Revelation 16:18-19¡ Genesis
19 ¡24*26, ¿

!. (p, 46i 1. 8-9) --r Corinthians 3:18.

9 (p,50;1.5*9)--Revelation 10:3; Revelation 14:15t ,,',,,'.',.,
Revelation 14:18¡ Revelation 16:1; Revelation 16: :

B¡ Revelation 16:17-18.

Z (p. 52¡ 1.31-36)--rrlatthew 5237; James 5¿L2i If Corin-
thians L:I7 

¡,:,::,:,1::.

2 (p' 54¡ 1.16-17) **f Peter 2¿22, Isaiah 53;9¡ Revela- t,,:.,1,,,.'tion L4z4-5.

H3

1 (p, 55; 1.1-2)-^II Samuel LLa2-4,

H¿

I (p. 57 i L.22-24) --nevelation l-:10 ¡ Revelation 1:12;
Revelation B:5-7; Revelatíon B:B; Revelation 8:10¡
Revelation 16:lB; Genesis 19t24^26¡ Luke L7t29¡
Luke L7t3I-32¡ T Peter 3¡10t II Peter 2t6-7o

? (p" 59¡ 1.8-10)--Genesis i_9t28¡ Revelation 9zl- *2i see
HnrI

=

1 (p. 59 r L.L-2 ) --Mark 10: 14; Luke 18;16 ¡ Matthew 19 : 14,

9. (p, 65¡ 1.16-18)--see H2t6.

11 (p, 6B¡ L.24-26) --Revelation B:12¡ Revelation 9..2¡ see
H4t2.

!q (p. 7L¡ 1. 5-10 ) --,lohn B: 3-11i see H2t9 " (p. 71¡ 1"
20-25) --Luke 7 ¿37-38.

i,,.Ë.:.
2. Other Sources/Parallels

There are many parallels to sources other than murder

accounts and biblical passages in Woyzeck; these include
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apparent adaptations of material f roro fol_k songs, poeins,

and varied literary works. of the many folksongs in the
text, Gonthier-Louis Fink (using the l94g Bergernann text)
notes the following about their frequency of essslrenc€ and

distribution througirout the text:
Die Lieder sinct bedeutend za.nrrej.cirer geworclen
[cornpared to Dantons Tod] und vor arrem überdas ganze stüæ-Gmrffi gleicirrnä.ssig verteilt.In zehn von 24 Szenen finden sich 14 verein_
zelte Strophen und Verse.43

ihese miscellaneous parallels are not as frequentry present
or obviously important as the biblical quo-tations/para-
pirrases and murder case accounts whicir run througirout the
play, but tirey do aid in the play's characterizaì:ions anr.l

p1ot, and., additionally, they tend to support mod.ern anar-
yses of Í'üoyzeck's developrnent by focussing attent,ion on an

apparently more ',refined,' n4 phase.

The forlowing list of alleged simirarities, some of
which are obviously far-fetchecl, between the -vvoyzeck text
and varied sources is compiled Írom the findings of Born-
scheuer, Fink, and Knight; liner page, and scene numbers

from Krause's pirase analysis are paireci wittr listings of
possible source materj-al. 44

4.7'-Gontirier-Louis Fink, "vorksliea und verseinlage in denDramen.Btlchners," in Georg B{rchner, ed. wolfganf tulartens(Darrnstadt;'ú'IissenscirãftlTcñe-effigesellsc}r.it, l,g73), p. 472.
¿, ¿,

;:gE. _Bornscheuer, Erläuterungenr pp. 3-36 i i_- Fj¡k, pp. 443-487¡ A' Ii' 'r' -x11grr@ (oxford.! ;räÏr'äiacrwell,1951), Þp. 118..125
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Ht

Z Lenz, Die Soldalen II, 2.

L4 [H.A.I., p. 151; 1. 14-18)--Verse cited in Des Kneþen
t^iun¿ernorn.

L7 (p. 40¡ 1. 24-27 ancl p. 4L¡ 1. l-2)-*¡,ott song (part of
wiricir was used in Lenz).

H
¿̂

3 see H. 12.I

H.
J

Z þ. 56;1. f-3)--Commonly known rhyme.

H,
4

I (p. 57¡ 1. B-l3)--rotf songi. (p.57¡ I.22^23) see Faust
fr 4666-4678.

Z (p: 58¡ 1 . J-2-L3) --Song (dating problematic) . (p. 58; 1. :: .125-30)--believed to be song. (p. 58; 1. 31 and p. 59t ,.,i,.,.,..

1. I-3--Song. 
,,'.,.11,

!- (p. 59 ¡ 1. 2B-3L) --Alsatian verse. Earrings--Faust I. .: ¡-.,'

t (p. 62¡ 1. 9-11)--Alsatian verse. See Lenz, Die Soldaten
I, 6.

!. (p. 64¡ 1. I9-2L) --Allusion to IrÎilbrand, Handbucir der
i\traturgeschichte des Th,ie,rreichs. i:4.:.-.

10 (p. 67; 1. 3-5)--¡'otf and student song from the RhineLancl.

11 (p. 68¡ l-. 14-19)--Folk song. (p. trB; 1. 2L-23)--Allusion
to Lenz, Die Soldaten , T_LI , 2.

13 Knife--shakespeare, I4acbeth.
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10-t)

þ. 7Q¡ 1. 16-17)--Folk song. (p. 7A ¡ 1, 20) -*Lenz,Die Soloaten, 1T.I, 2 and IV, 1.

16 (p. 7I¡ 1. 17^LB)--¡'airy tale from tire Alsace.

17 (p. 72¡ 1. 4-5) --.¡'rom Hoffinann, r'Der leidencle Christ. . . r,,of L735; these lines also appear in Lenz.

The other woyzeck sources or pararlels--bibrical quotes

and the varied rnaterials mentioned in the previous lisL--
even assurning that all the alleged simirarities reflect
B{lchnerts deliberate adoption of pre-existing material, are

not as obviously significant as the rnurder case accounts in
terms of the playrs basic action, but their usage reveals
a.few interesting features of the play's construction. The

Bible quotations/paraphrases seem to give H, an "apolcalyp-
tic and fatefur' milieu, but they give H, r with its bibrically
based emphasis on inner conflict in Louise and !üoyzeck, and

H4, with its emphasis on a pas.siveand, more hu¡nan Tiloyzeck,

apparently different tones; this difference supports the
notion of inLerphase conceptuar progressi-on in woyzeck--

-

changes in characterization and action between manuscript
phases--and. also raises doubts aloout the val-idity of texts
composed of Hn and the murder complex of ur.45 At this
point it should be noted that the onl-y murder i-n vÍoyzeck

occurs in 1T, and j-n no scene ot pir."" is VfoyzecO **-""ded,
judged t or killed; thus. clifferences in tone, characLeriza-
tion t or action between the phases might actuarry mean that

45__-Krause¡ pp. 208^226.
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all intendecl woyzeck nateriar- is not in the four pirases

and that the linking of Hl anci F{n is an arbitrary and crubi-
ous practice. The study of non-bibIical parallels, particu-
lar1y folksongs, ,ras brougirt to ligirt many prohable sources
used by B{lchner; the folrcsongs are obviousr-y integrar parts
of the plot and ciraracterizations of -vrloyzeck since theyr âs
Fink notes, aid in the development of the traqic mirieu of
lVotzzeck:

nicht nur Nebenf iguren v¡ie Andres un<l Käthe,sondern selbst l¿aiie, und in h1 "na ir2-""g",woyzeck, kommentieren die situätion iñ r.iã¿e;andererseits erstellte sie den arlgemeinengei-stigen l{intergrund, worauf sich die Liebes-tragödie abheben konnte.46
ivith respect to rrloyzeck's development, the reratively great
number of folk song and poem oc.urr.nce-s in Hn, coupred witÌr
the apparent thematic signif icance of the songs a'cl poerns,

suggests that Hn is a ìnore deliberately constructed pirase
than the "coinplete" Ht or fragmentary H, and rir; tiris ob-
viously adds support to the contention tirat Hn was the finar_
rnanuscript phase. rn short, the study of Büchner,s probable
sources' murder case accounts as well as other materials,
has apparently revealed severa] important features of woy.-

zeck's construction which may herp in the development of a

more defensible ï,ioyzeck text by helping to ans\^rer questions
about the dramats state of coriipletion and pattern of con-
struction.
46_.

.F'r-nt<, p. 484 .



CHAPTER THREE

St¡rlist.ic Considerations and the Textual Dil_emma

The study of stylistic features in !üoyzeck manuscripts, :.::,::
::-:j._

involving both modern and pre-L922 scholarship, iras revealed
many striking features in the text which suggest, in the
light. of many "o*pi"*untary findings about the drama coming

from the evaluation of the manuscrip'Es, murd.er cases,

allusions, etc., that the four manuscript phases represent
an H, to än developmental- progression which includes signifi-
cant dj-fferences in the ciraracterizatj-ons of lüoyzeck and

Marie. The implicatj-ons of the stylistic findings are con-
troversial; the idea of developmental progression is gener-

ally accepted by critics, but the precíse nature of a ,'final"

text is highly problematic because of interphase differences
and the apparently incomplete nature of Hn wl:icir togicalry
enable the posturation that Btichner's vtoyzeck could be dif-
ferent in plot from any text ¡nade from the extant pj-eces of
drama. rn this section of the thesis, stylistic fíndings
and their implications for the textual dilemma will be re-
viewed; this study will consider: 1) Büchnerrs use of lan_

guagei 2) t{oyzeckts ciraracters in the four piases; and 3) the
dramatic form of Woyzeck.
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1. Btlchner ! s Use of Language

Helmut Krapp ancl Franz ivlautner produced two promising

studies of dialogue and word usage in Trloyzeck in 195g and

1961f respectively; both works focus on varied elernents of
Btlchner!s style and, after considerable critical examinat.ion

of these stylistic elements, draw conclusions about the
problem of lrloyzeckts resolution .47 '48 eoth works are based

on the edÍtions of Bergernann (mainry the s'jxttr edition of
1953), but both assume a criticar stance vis-a-vis Bergemann's

conclusion of the text; the Mautner article is the more pre-
cise work since it, in contrast to Krappts broad approach,

deals with features in some of the 'rvariant,' scenes (those

noÈ in the acting text of Bergemann 6).

l¡iautnerrs artj-cle includes the consideration gf numer-

ous unifying stylistíc features in ïrloyzeck, but centers on

the following two points:

1. Im Sprechen derselben Menschen tauchen
immer wieder dieselben Wörter auf oder
solche, die einem einheitlichen Stimmungs-
bereich oder Sinnbezirk entstajnnen, euellen
llbermächtiger Assoziationen und Trä.ger themen-

.anzeigender Bedeutung. . .Die in dieselbe nEñã
tung--auf seelische gereiche ocler ihre physio-
gnomischen und mimischen Symptofltê:-zielende¡
Bemerkungen der Figuren übereinander tragen
in konzentriertester Form zv jener unmitLel-
baren Intensität des Eindrucks bei.

^'Helmut Krapp, Def Diolog hei Georg
ÍIanser Verlag, 1958).
A'Etun= iulautner, "irüortgewebe, sinngefüge und ttrdee" .¡1 Bttchners!lrl'oyzeckr "' in Georg Btlchner, ed. IvolfganE ivlartens (Darmstadt:
vrlissenschaftlicñëTucñgesêïTschaf t, L91 3) ; so7..,5s4' .

Btichner (-Mllnchen: Carl
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2. In den meisten Szenen strairlÉen einigeirvenige
Wöiter--meist Substantive oder Acijektivei-
durch ihre ihnen gerneinsarne Eigenart oder
durch Vnliederholung ihre Becleutung ooer Fär-
btlng in die ganze Szene ausr so dáss fast .j.::jede ihren eigenen Charakter hat uncl sich l',,'r,,'

ãadurch schari von anderen Szenen absetzt.49

Itlautner rightly observes B{lchnerrs association of words and

phrases suggesting the psychopathic (his terra), erotic, 
,:-,:.,,:,

sexual, sentimental and pseudoscientific with T{oyzeck, I{arie, ','l''t.,t,

the Tambourmajor, the DokLor and Hauptmann, respectively, '.,,.,,,

.:j ; I

and he traces these therrratically and stylistically signifi-
cant associations through scenes from the four phases of the

text.i{ea1sodrawsat'tentiontothe6çqufrà1ce-ofverba1

rnotifswhichrunt'hroughthetextgivingitanadd'itiona1

element of unity; of these motifs he notes 
:

Wortwiederholung, nicht nur auf ej-ne Person
beschrånkt, gehört aucn zu il{Ichners bevor- l

zugLen i.,litteln, seinen Szenen thematische
oder atraosphärische Einireit zu verleihen.50

The Latter erement is traced throughout woyzeck and includ.ed

':ri,,., Lin the study are such motifs as the recurrence of references i,,,-
-l t:t:-t::'to "red" qualities in the murder complex (H1,11-2ù).tt ,,:..:,',

Þlautner also notes Bllchnerrs use of the interplay of opposite 
.,",-r¡,

word/character associations sucir as those in the shaving

4 9tui¿. r pp . 511-5r- 2 .

5orbi.l., p. 52L.
51rbid., pp. s42-544.
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É.4

scene (H4t6)." Mautnerr's study of varied features of

trtoyzeckls style is systenratic and logical¡and i.t certainly
pinpoints eLements which give the play stylistic and ttrematic ,: : :,,..:,:,::

:: ':-]r!':: l:1-i:1

unity, but the study suggests that many obvÍous congruities

in individual characterst tfaits run through the different
phases of Vüoyzeck--this clearly undermines the postulation ,,,,,,,,1ì,, 

.

Lhat there are irighly signif icant dif ferences in the char- l,':'," 

" 
ì,:.':'ì",'

:.:t:,-;..':..::.acterizations of Vüoyzeck and I'tarie in the four phases. It 
;.:,,,:,,,:,¡;.::,,:.

is unfortunate that i"iautner did not make more use of the

original Bergemann text since his study would have been much 
i

more worthwhile had it considered the textual variant,s while I l

1ookingexp1icit1yfordifferencesintheWoyzecksand
Maries of the four phases. As it stands, Mautner only notes 

.

one problem, though harclly a minor one, wiri.chapplies Lo texts '

composed of Hn and the murder complex of Hr; he, as the

fo11owingpaSSa9econfirms,be1íevesthatthed.ramawasnot

fully revi-sed and that the final murder scenes would have " 
i ¡r,¡..,i,'
:".-': :: :

been modified in an unknown manner: ,;,',.,,..-,.t,.,:.

wir kennen nicht das garrze Drama tv,loyzeckr, 
;:'::.';:'::.:'ì::r::::l

<las Büchner geschrieben håtte, vJenn er
1ånger am Leben gebtieben v¡äre. .A,nderungen
und Strej-chungen frllher vorhandener und Ein-
ftlgung neuer Szenen verä.ndern deutlich des
autorõ -réããenz, die t Idee I des Dramas--wenn ', '.,,",,, .,,.

eine vorhand.en isL--in der letzten Ausftlhrung r'':"':ì'-.:r'r''r''i'

der ersten neunzehn ocler zwanzíg Szenen des

52r¡i¿. r pp .sz:r=s23.
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Fragmentes Hr verglichen mit den älterenEntwtlrfen, und machen es fast sicher, d.assdie folgenden acht Szenen aus den Ent_wtlrfen, die jeLzt den Schluss des Dramasdarstellen, auch verändert worden wären.53
Tiris contention is based on the commonly*held logical assump-

tion that Hn is the final revised phase which is obvj_ousIy
incomprete and would likely be completed Èhrough a revi-sion
of previously written material, similar to that done by

Btlchner in scenes Hn:7,Br9110r11 ,L2rL3rI4, and 16. I{autner,
however, recognizes the obvious religious coloration of the
last scene (H4,L7) which, perhaps significantly, is not.
picked up in any other part of the extant manuscripts and

is conceivably incompatibre with the tone and. action of the
murd.er 

"o*pI"*.54 ïn short, l.[autnerrs articre offers great
potential for providing evid.ence concerning the development of
vüoyzeck, but, as a result of his fai-lure to deeply investi-
gate possible interphase differences, much of its potential
is not realj-zeð,¡ iúIautner's contribution to the study of the
textual dilemma lies in his conclusions about the apparent
incongruity of the murder complex with the atmosphere created
by Büchner in what is apparentry the last scene written by
him.

HelmutKrappts book, i_n its segrnent on Sy.feckf covers

53r¡i¿. r pp. 54g.

54r¡ia. , p.550.
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much of the same materj-al dealt with in Mautnerùs article,
but it does so in a much more general fashion, His coû-

cerrÌs lie with repeated and isolated words and rhythm in
dialogue, but nowhere in the work does he mention the four
phases of vüo,yzeckts construction. Krapp believes that the

drama is incomplete and concrudes the following about its
resolution:

Der Substanzcharakter aber auch der Sprache
und der Szene verbietet es, einen Vüoy?eckschluss
nach der kausalen Schlttssigkeit im Sinne der
überlieferten Dramatik zu konstruieren, Das
vorhandene Szenenmaterial weist nur Statuarisches
auf , Situationen, Aufblendungen in die lVelt, oirne
um den konsequenten Gang cler vorgezeiçbneten
Geschichte sich noch sehr zu kllmmern.55

Krapprs belief is that Wzeg[ was conceived as a fragment

and that criticst oft-manifest desire for a firm concrusion

is rooted. in inappropriate application of rules taken from

classicar dramaturgy.56 The problem with this contention is
Krappts failure to explain how pieces of the extant four
phases !úere meant to be linked in the fragmenti he seems to
rearize the dramatic significance of scenes like H1r16rH1r

2r, and H2r3r but simpry overlooks the fact that his accepted

text is composed of pieces drawnn depending on which of
the subsequent manuscript phase analysis is used, from

three (Krause or Lehmann), four (Bergemann) r or even five
(Buch or Bornscheurer) phases of Ítoyzeckrs construction" iüith

55xr.pp, p. 92.

::..r

u'Irau", n" 93.
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res.pect to the textual dilemma, Krapprs contribution is
dubious since his conclusion ,about_lrlgyzes:k'.s resolution is
based on an obvious lack of, knqwledge concerning the chrono-

logical development of the text.

2. ltoyzeckts Characters in the Four ptrases

l'{any critics have drawn attention to dif ferences in the :,''',.

personalities of liloyze ck/Eranz/l,ouis and t{ari e/Margret'n/ 
i.,,..::,,1.
' l: :..'. : .

Louise in the various manuscript phases of lrioyzeck; these

changes, coupled of course r,sith other f indings about the
:

j

text, have prompted the assumption that Hn is the final
manuscriptphaseand.,throughimp1ication,havesuggested

that the combination of material from the various phases 
;

into a single text is problematic vis-a-vis B{lchnerrs appar- 
I ,

ent dramatic intent. Roy colven has observed. the following 
i

which, except for its apparent oversimplification of the

significance of, class or professional allegiance to charac¿ ,.:,.,::
': :: :: ::i.:

ters' actions, aptly reviews the nature of Woyzeck and t¡iarie. .',,,,',,

ïn îüg.Zesl<, two qualities distinguish woyzeck "';'1",."'

and ¡lãFIe from all of the other õharacteis:
identity as ind.ivj-duals and feelings of con-
science. They are almost the only persons in
the play to whom Bllchner has given names, and

.:; .: l,.they are certainly the only prominent char- .:..:::.:,i.,

ac-ters whose actions are not enmeshed in their :.':aii:.,,

allegiance to a class or profession.5T

]]*gy 9t. coygl, "Ident.ity and Conscience in B{tchner's yq3¡¡s," cR43 (1968), 264.
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trloyzeck and ivlarie are ind.eed tire prominent figures in the
drarna, and. the obvious differences in Bttchnerrs character-
izations of them suggest a developrnental progression in
ÌtToyzeck culminating in the apparently incomplete Hn phase;

thus, the study of differential characterizations seems.:Lo

offer a few clues for the possibl-e resolution of the textua1
dilemma.

ïn H]- and. H2, to use the summary of J. Elema from his
appraisal of the textual situation:

lVir fanden einen Dichter am Vferk, der in derersten Handschrift, in balladesker szenenfolge,die Hauptlinien der Handlung bis zur Verhaf-..tung schõn festlegt, dabei ,6", noch vielesunmotiviert oder sog,ar offen lässt; der dannin der zweiten HandÀchrift aufs neue ansetzt,
konseguent moliviert und verbessert, dabei
aber nicht sehr weit komm!, offensichttich auchin grosser Eile arbeitet.5S

The latter review is straightforward except for the apparent
equation of the barber and ïrloyzeck in the so-called ,,verhafr

tung" where the barber verbarly confronts members of the mur-
der commission (Hl,2r); I"Iartens has shown on the basis of
striking differences in dramatic personality that Lhe two

are far from identical. Martens concludes that the barber
is a barber-surgeon and contrast figure to 'ùüoyzeck; his
argument is summarized thus:

58". Elema, ,tDer verstllnrmelte tüoyzeckr,, Neuph . 49(1965),
15 3-154
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Der Barbíer des Vfoyzeck, so glauben wir sagen
zrt können, ist, ñffi:-dem l'iodãtf des literar- ¡'

iscLren Barhiers'itypus konzipiert, eine al.s
Barbier und Chirurgus fungierende komisêh-
groteske KontrastÎigur im Spiel um Woyzeck, die
vom DichLer im'Fortschreiten der Arbeit offen-
bar wieder ver\Àlor,f,en wurde. Die Gerichtsdiener-
szene zei'gL diesen Ba¡bier,.,als Mi.tglied der
Mordkommission am Tatort. 5Y

On the basis of intensive study of the Woyzeck pkr-asesr Wil-

fried Buclr has suggested that there are three different

ckraracterizations of trfoyzeck in H' H2, and ,l/+' respec-

tivetyi of the Tùoyzeck of H, he summarizes:

Der egozentrische, triebhafte, dumpfe Woyzeck,
der aus wilder Eifersucht mordet, nach dem
Mord ins Wirtshaus geht und versucht, sich
um seiner selbst willen zu retten. Er steht
den realen Vorbildern, wie sie die gericht-
lichen Gutachten zeigen, noch recht habe.bu

The sympathy-engendering features of !üoyzeckrs torrnent by

the Hauptnannand Doktor and Woyzeckts love for his child'

so striking in Hn, are absent in this first phase, and this

first V[oyzeck figure seems a relatively shallow character

(compared to the Hn character) whose act of murder is indeed

the result of "simple" jearlousy. With respect to the second

!{oyzeck and Louise (from }ìr) he notes:

Der charakterlich und geistig rinteres-
sar,Ée . Fal1t bestimmt durch tg'roterske! Paradoxa:
der ungläubi g-abergläubi sh-b I ashenfi s che*re I i giö se

5gMrrt"rr=, "Barbier, " p. 381 .

608,r.h, p. 66; This discussion of Buch's ideas is related, scrnevfrat
imprecisely, to tkre lþLrnaru: scene classificatíon system. H"= Buchrs
Ha+IIb (without IIb, 10 and 11) i Hr=Hc {witlr llb 10 and 11) , Hä,4= Hd+He.
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tdogmatische Atheist,t der tfeig, geflissent-
lichr und mit ti,,Iissenschaftl räsonierende
Iv1ensch, der Gott und. die Welt, auch den 'eigenen
Schmerz so lange wie möglich a1s unverbindlich
tgroteskt zu stilisieren sucht und dann doch
den lechten, schönent Mord begeht"
Lousie hat hier das Kind, aber es bedeutqt
dem in sich versponnenen 'rrüoyzeck nichts.6l

This reView of Hn- includes a distinct element of overstate-

ment, but it points nonetheless to the unique nature of the

second Woyzeckt he is obviously the victim of some form of

mental dysfunction, but he is clearly not the more complex,

sympathet,ic, suffering individual one recognizes in Hn-

Additionallyr in H, the female character, ÛIargreth, is not

well-developed (vis-à-vis her later (H¿) nature) and does

not apparently have regrets about her conduct with the T?m

bourmajor; in Hr, however, this character is more fully de-

veloped) and. she indeed shows distincL hints of the feelínE

of remorse in the final t""rr".62 Although some of Buchrs

descriptive terms are obviously too strong, obvious differ-

ences between the Louis and i,[argreth of H, and the Vüoyzeck and

Louise of H, are present in the Woyzeck material, and the

latter characters are indeed less human or sympathy-engend-

ering than their counterparts in the later phases" H, and Hn.

The latter findings about characterizations and name changes

61ruia.

62to1g"r Hamann, "Zum Namen
Btlchners I'r/üoyzeck r r " Orb'ls

der weiblichen Hauptperson j-n
Litterarum 25 (1970) , 2S,-ZøO.-
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in the j-nital phases of hlolrze,cF, even if not correct tq the

snallest detail ¡ .a.îê important as indicators of a signifi-
cant developmental prog.ression in B{lchnerr s conceptualization

of characters and possibly, action for the drama.

In Hn some of the material from previous phasesr âs

has been noted is restated in a revised or t'compressedt'

(to use Margaret Jacobsr term) formj and the female charact-

ê:.t }Íarie in Hn, is much more prominent and .o*p1"*.63 of

the nature of this final, revised female figure, Holger

Hamann notes:

Marie bereut ihre S{Indhaftigkeit und ist wie
Marie Magdalena zur Stlhne bereit.--Um so
stärker wirkt es daher, dass B{Ichner die
lóiblische Lösung dieses Problems nicht an-
erkennt: Maries !üorte--tHerrgott, gib mir
nur so viel, dass ich beten kannt und 'Alles
tot! Heiland! Heiland! ich möchte dir die
F{lsse salben!'--besagen mit erschlltternden
Klarheit, dass von Gott keine Rettung zlJ
erhoffen ist.64

Hamann further postulates that Î{arie identifies with Uary

Ivlagdalene, suggesting that Btlchner revised his conception

of the female protagonist (along with her name) in 
_Hn.

Bllchner reviews the final Woyzeck, based on H4, H3, and the

murder complex of Hrr ês follows:

Aus dem Egozentriker wird. der llenschr de€
liebend, mitleid.end und stellverLretend

6 3Mu.tg"tet Jacobs , r'Franz
Versuch einer Vollenduîgr "

64__- -Hamann, p. 260 .

Theodor Csokor: Bllchners t'Woyzec¡ t --
Oxford German Studies I (1966), 32.
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leidend teilnirnmt; an l¡larier âfl seinem Kindt
am trrÏir der rarmen Leutr r am l{enschen schlecht-
hin, am Tierr âh f aIlem. I

Aus dem triebhaften wiráder rllcksichtsvolle,
zärtliche, aus dem dumpfen der demlltige I aus
dem redseligen der verstummencle Woyzeck. Dieser
Woyzeck ist nicht mehr der Mörd.er aus Eifersucht.
Ihr allein hielte er wohl stand.. Aber er wird

ì von alIen Seiten her und in allen Schichten seiner
Person erniedrigt und lblutig geschlagenr: von
Marie, dem Tambourmajor, dem Professor, von
tHimmel und HölIe.r Selbst die Katze, die er
zä.rtlich hå.lt, beisst ihn. Und sein Kind, das Áq
er liebkosen wilt, twendet sich weg und schreit,r-"

H4, caIled the suffering version by Buch (ilt being the

It jealousy version; H2, the "grotesque version") includes, it

addition to a more fu1ly cha:iacterized female figure than

the one in the previous phases, a very human, intensely

suffering Woyzeck whose actions at the end of the phase are

not explicitly given and could logical1y be directed to the

Tambourmajor, himself, ot t as is the case in the murder com-

plex, to his unfaithful mistress. The Hn phase, hotüever,

includes no murder or clear implication of one¡ thus, the

relationship of this phase to its predecessors is problematic 
::,,,,,,,,,,

and the possibility advanced by Krause, though not apparently 
':::t:"::'

a strong one, thus exists that the Hn Vüoyzeck might forgive

the repentant Marie.
. .i,.rl.;:¡;,1

Consiclering the name and characterízational changes in i.:,'-¡,,.,i

Hl (where the only murder occurs and the barber exists), H2,

65go"h, p,66,
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and H4, it is not clear whether or not all of the dranats

intended pieces are extant. Most texts ad.d the murder complex

to lln in order to conclude the pIay, but this practice¡ corl-

sidering the significance of Mariets feelings of remorse in
HA and the more passive liü'oyrzéck atleged to exist in Hn by

Krause and Buchr rûay not refrect B{lchnerrs final design for
the drama. The belief of Krause that ütroyzeck, despite the

facts of the historical, case and ttre implications of the only
rrcomplete!' text (Hl), would. forgive Marie, resolving the

drama without a murder, is a possi-bility because of the

apparent differences in scenes between the pilases; there is,
of course, only very weak evidence to support the latter
view. Editorial knowledge and the detailed study of char-

acter ciranges crearly point to a developmentar progression

from H, Lo H, to Hn, H3 being very difficult to evaluate

chronologically, but the findings about differences in char-

acters, considering the point at which Hn end.s, seems to raise
new questions about the state of lvoyzeckrs completion and

its intended design.

3. The Dramatic Form of V,Ioyzeck

The dramatic form of tüoyzeck has been studied hy many

critics and two basic views about the dramats form have

emerged; these are a) the view of old.er critics who saw a

closed drarnatic form which some f elt was Bllchner t s conscious
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a,daptation of principles from the dramaturgy of Lenz,

Shakespeare, and commedia .dtell arte.ano b) the view of
more modern critics who see the clrama as having an open.

form which is uniquely BlLchnerr:s. The question of lrloyzeckrs

dramatic form is related to the textual dilemrna since

studies of the sort previously mentioned offer the apparent

potential of discovering dramaturgical principres manifest in
woyzeck which rnight provide clues to a single, formally nec-

essary arrangement of material from the manuscripts; gener-

a]ly speaking, however, this potential has not been realized
since the order notions of closed¡ @fiv€:rrti-ona1 form (which

would suggest that there is a formally necessary V,Ioyzeck

recognizable in the manuscripts) have been superseded by

ideas about üüoyzeck! s open form.

trtralti:er Kupsch, vrho wrote a treatise on Btlchner,s work

ín L920, will be used here as an example of the old.er school

of vüoyzeck study. He felt that !üoyzeck, still thought to be

wozzeck in hís time, v/as a drama of closed form which was

based on the adoption of dramatic principles from shakespeare

(influenced by Lenz) and the commedia cltell arte. Kupsch coïr-

tends, as the following quot,e shows, that Woyzeck is a drama

with a strong affinity to Shakespearean dramaturgy:

Der shakespearesche Realismus ist eine der
Grundlagen f{lr das formale Schaffensprinzip
B{lchners .im t-ufozzeck. t Sowohl inr Aufbau dèr
Handlung, a1s auch in der Gestalten und nicht
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zuleLzt in d.er sprachllchen Durchbilding
kann man es erkeñnen.66

Btlchnerts admiration of shakespearean principles (which

emphasized the role of man) and a simultaneous rejection of
Greek classical dramatic tenets (which emphasized the role
of divinities over man) was, in Kupschts view, aroused by the

dramaturgical writings of Lenz which Bllchner had presumãbly

t".d.67 Kupsch goes on to postulate that Shakespearers

'tRegellosigkeit" and some of Lenzt dramatic conceptions are

clearly present in lfoyzech, but no specific evidence is given

to support his view. one can indeed cite possible allusions
to Lenz' work in vüoyzeck, Bllchnerrs farniliarity with Lenzl

life, and letters of Bltchner demonstrating his admiration

for shakespeare, but this evidence ar-one is much too vague to
enable the rational contention that Btlchnerts tr{oyzeck is based

on the conscious borrowing of d.ramatic principles, from

either Lenz or shakespeare, and one is compelred to agree

with Rudo1f Majut that:
No influence of Shakespeare on Bllchner can be
trac.ed in lrloyzeck. The master helped the dís-
ciplè to-ffiãTis own form. To compare a
plebi-an Othello of about 1830 with Shakespeare's
aristocratic Aeneral would be too far-fetèhed.68

6 6Krrp=.h,

67ïbid.,
p. 77.

pp. 78-79.

6BRlrdo1f Majutr "some
with England, " ÙILR 50

Literary Affiliat.ions
(19ss) , 32.

of Georg Bllchner
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vrit.h respect to the co$media d,,glJ aÍle, Kupsch describes
parallels between ten character types in the commedia and

characters in wôyzecF and sugigests that B{lchnerls stage

directions \.^rere meant to facilitate the improvisation char-
acteristic of that rtalian form; for ttre ratter reasons he

concludes:

Deshalb stelle ich dieses Drama in seiner
technischen Struktur neben d.iese alten
Volkskomödien und möchte behaupten, dert!{ozzeckr sei eine deutsche Commedia dIe1l
arte irn edelsten. Sinne des lrlortes.69

These ideas about the commedia dtelI arte are dubious because

many of the cited paralrels are quite superficial and Kupschrs

ideas about stage directíons are basecl on a text (his own

reconstruct.ion ) which i-s an arbitrary lolend of the foul
phases with much contamination coming from the acceptance

of many of Franzosr erroneous readings and. a lack of appre-

ciation of the textual dilernma (und.erstandable since the

work pre-dates v'Iitkowski and Bergemann and is not based on

the original manuscripts) .70 Kupsch compounds the latter
probrems by breaking the text into four acts and three days

on the basis of speculation about dramatic effect. clearly
infruenced by anachronistic drarnatic principles; he also
suggested that the drama receives a dynamic unity through
its handling of three themes--sociaI, passionate, and ""*rr"1.71
69_-Kupsch, þp. 82-83.
70S". the iext description in Kupsch, pp. B0-93.
7lrUiA. r pp . 43-44 and pp. 93-96.
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In strort, Kupschrs resolution of the textual dilemma (for

h-e states trdass. wir in diesem Drama B{Ichners l<ein Fragment

Vor uns haben, sondern eine in sich geschloss:ene Dichtung")

must he rejected because of its use of simplistic and oyer-

stated argumentation based on v¡hat can only he termed weak

72evl-o,ence.

l4odern criticism has rejected the betief of men like

Kupsch, that Vfoyzeck is a drama of closed, more or less

classical tor* and accepted the notion that it is an open

drama which starts in medias res and covers related dramatic

events from different perspectives. The open form of the

play, however, provides no apparent clues to intended scene

order, and controversy about the dramats conclusion continues

to plague Btlchner scïrolarship. The editorial analyses of

Bergemann, Lehmann, and Krause, to name a few, have estab-

lished with virtual certainty that H4 \n/as the last phase and

that interphase revisions \i¡ere macle by Bttchner (see Append.ix

Three): Analyses of dramatic form made in the light. of these

more recent textual stud.ies tend to accept, that the drama

has an intentionally conceived sequential character as sum-

marizeð. by the following observatÍon by Rosenthal

tDiel lose Szenenbildung und der fragimentarische
Cirarakter der Sprache f{lhren zu einer raschen
Bilderfolge, die oft das gleiche Ereignis be-
handelt, indem sie es von den verschiedensten

72rbid., p. tr5.
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Positionen aus he.leucht.t. 73

The f,ormal unity in !{o}rzê'ck, then' comes from individual con-

tributions to the plot made hy self-contained scenes¡ thi.s

unifying process is aptly described. in the analysis of

Erwin Scheuer thus:

Der reale Vorgang einer Scene ist gegeben durch
die Handlung des Dramas, aber auch im tüloyzeckt
ist die Scene nicht nur ein MitLel zum Zweck,
sondern selbst eine.Erfllllung, sie eröffnet von
ihrem besonderen P1atze aus einen Blick auf
die Gesamtheit d.es Gehaltes, sie ist ein
Mikrokosmos. 74

This view of Vüoyzeck scenes as a series of self-contained

microcosmic views related to a coiltmon overall theme, without

a hint of conventional scene or act divisions, is commonly

hetd today, although ideas about unity through locale*-the

common street through which the characters walk and around

which they act--or other features can still be fo,rtd.75 Mocl-

ern criticism, then, has abandoned the simplistic, but cer-

tain, positions of men like Kupsch and adopted more sophisti-

cated and problematic points of view concerning the form of

the text.

1)
''Erwin Theodor A. Rosenthal, trAspekte der dramatischen
Struktur der beiden Tragödien Btlcñnersr" GQ 38 (1965), 283.

74ut*in Scheuer, Akt und Form in der offenen Form des
Dramas dargeFt.g}l!-ln.EnEmõ @êEÏin,n.p., rgffi- rõffit-ãd;ñãffiïn.ffi: Kraus
Reprint Limited, L967) , p. 64.
1E

"See, f.or example, V[a1ter Schä.fer, I'Die lVandlufrgerr der d.ramat-
ischen Weltdarstellung im Spiegelbild der Bedeutung des Bllhn-
enortes von der I< lassik bis Heute r " -'D€ir Deutschunterricht
18i (L966),20-33.
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Simply stated, tire text is generally se.en as a highly

unconventional w.ork for its time which uses an open dramatic

forrn, This view of the dramats form offers no apparent help ,,,:r,r

j.n re.solving the textual dilemma since the form, being so

open, enables the logical pos'tulation of several scene orders

4nd gives no obvious clues regarding a single, formally nec- 
,:1 ,.,

essaryr set of phase and scene relationships f.or the Vüoyzeck '''.'''j'

material . The precise overall scene order, then, is appar- ,,,,,,:,-.,

ently i-mpossible to judge on formal grounds, but it also is
apparent that the precise scene order is not critically im-

portant since many scêoês--these being accepted as self-
standing, microcosmic glimpses at a coherent whole--can be

relocated wj-thout damage to the structure of the dram^.76

Study of stylistic features in l{oyzeck in the context

of complementary editorial findings has established the fol-
lowing three points

1. There is an apparent developmental progression
in three of the four phases of the text--H1-H"-H4
with H3 problematic (after H1 and possibly evén
after H¿).

2. This progression, ignoring the problematic
scenes of H3, culminates in iI4" ê phase which is
apparently incomplete since it ends before the

765"" Irenry Schmid.t on
(trans.), lfoyzeck, p.

ltJoyzeckrs dramatic form in Schmi-dt
79.
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murder mentioned in the murder complex of Hr.

3. There are significant differences in the ckrar-
acterizations of the male and female protagonj-sts
in H- . H2, and Hn ,:', "I' ¿' 4 :,:::,:.-,,:

Simply stated, there is general critical agreement on the

latter three points, but the perceived implicaLions of these

findings are quite varied. The study of characters has :,:,-:;.:,;:,

revealed a great deal about d.if ferences in the manuscript 'f 
i'.r',:"

phases which counterbalances the arguments made about unity ,,:ti:.,r|,

in Vüoyzeck based on Btlchnerts use of language; the implications
ofthe1attertwoareasofinquiry,however,arecoincident

in their suggestion that -vüoyzeckr âs it. is now known, is
probably incomplete. The dramatic form of V[oyzeck is gen- 

,

ierally accepted as an open form consisting of a series of
scenes without linear chronological development which con- i 

':'

'tribute microcosmic Alimpses at a thematically coherent l

whole, but this conclusion has a variety of implications con-

cerning the textual d.ilemma. The previously cited. stylistic l::li.:,r,,

- 
t.,tt:

considerations alone cannot resolve the textual dilemma since ',,.;ir;,,;

they irave shown too many elements of disunity among the four 
:':':'):

phases of Woyzeck and have clearly established the possibility
that the drama may have been intended by Btlchner to have a 

ì....:ii:-_.i

different conclusion than that in any text reconstruction i"ltli.t''

heretofore presented

i-:.t:r':"t "



PART THREE

CONCLUSTON

Seht ich wollte unsre Nasen wärn zvtei
Bouteillen und wir könnten sie uns þin¿¡nder
in den Hals giessen.

--Georg Btlchner, ?üoYzeckl

Tn the preceding sections of this thesis, the complexi-

ties of the Vtoyzeck textual dilemma have been sketched, and

it is clear that difficulties exist on virtually all levels

of analysis, since no finalized manuscripts or clarifying

materials have been found and disputed interpretat'ions of

the extant manuscripts are common. The editorial approach

to -vüoyzeck, based on analysis of the four phases, a few

largely-cryptic letters, and related materials, then, has

not brought forth a resolution of the textual dilemma, since

even the editors of the two most res;oected editions have pro-

duced texts which are open to significant crit^icism with

regard. to scene order and manuscript analysis. The editor-

ial arguments of modern (post L922) critj-cs, involving ques- 
i.

tions of relative scene order as they can be considered

through the running-over of scenes, apparent deletions or

1rr.o.r., p. L4g.
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revisions, gaps in ttre manuscriPts, etc., tend to be

emínently logical, but are ultimately based on educated

guess\^rork about relatÍve likefihoods of given scene orders

and scene relationships. The basic problem with these

arguments is that the l¡üoyze'ck material and much of the other

Btlchner material from which comparative judgments have been

attempted are too tentative to allow reliable conclusions

on the basis of what are essentially statistical approaches.

There are, simply stated, Èoo few reliable reference points

of 'rauthenticÙ Bllchner material to allow tenable arguments

based on what is or is not a likely scene order or manu-

script paginatJ-on. The analyses of source materials and

stylistic features have complemented the more conventional

editor.ial arguments, but they have not provided straight-

forward evidence to support any of the established textual

interpretations. fn short, distinct elements of unity and

disunity among the manuscript phases and scenes have been

found and, as a consequence, many textual problems remain

unresolved.

Many doubts remain, but some points such as the ones

which follow, have been established with a fair degree of

reliability. Analysis of the manuscripts has led to the

conclusion that the lrloyzeck material consists of 49 scenes

in four rnanuscript phases which \,t¡ere apparently written be-

tween January of 1836 and February of 1837. The manuscripts
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represent three k¡asic attempts to construct a drama; all

of the peices of the envisioned drama may be in the 49

scenes, but no final plan for the drama is evdient" There is

distinct evidence to suggest 'that Inany scenes were revised

from phase to phase, culminatíng in an obviously incomplete

Iln phase which terminat.es before the murder presented (onIy)

in the final scenes of H'

More precise information about the manuscripts and the

relationships of their scenes is decidedty more problematic,

Analysis of source material*-murder accountsr biblical

allusions, and other allusions-*strongly suggests that B{Ich-

ner used rnaterial Írorn the accounts of the Woyzeck and Schmol-

ling murder cases in the drama, and that he changed his con-

ceptualization of the central figure while creating the play;

this revision of the Woyzeck figure is suggestecl by cliffer-

ential reliance on the murder case accounts and the use of

varied biblical and other material, both elements pointing

Lo Hn as a final, refined phase of construction. Stylistic

analyses have also strongly suggested that there are apparent

changes in the major rnale and feinale characters in the playt

cluminating in relatively complex and highly sympathetic

figures in H' Study of the dramatic form of the lfoyzeck

material has established that the play was apparently meant

to have an open form in which Scenes do not obViously have a

,p,ingle logically or chronologically necessary order'
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It can be reasonahly assumed on the basis of varied

findings that II, rvas the first phase and was followed by

H2 and Hn¡ È1, was apparently written at some point after Hr.

The suggestion that there are five construction phases is,

of course, logically possible, but it is rot probable based

on the argumentation presently offered by its proponents¡

the problem of the IJrr21 scene, clearly in the murd'er complext

which is obviously out of its apparently context in ilb (before

the murder) of the five phase scheme is sufficient to render

this particular phase hypothesis dubious,

In sumr then, the textual ditenuna has notbereur col'l-

clusively resolved since the possibility of, missing material

exists¡ the overall situation is ai:tl1r summarized by J. Elema

as follows;

Der handschriJtlicfre Text von Btlchners
ti{oyzeckt ist uns nur fragmentarisch tlber-
Iiefert; es ist zwaY nrögIich, dass es
einen besseren und vollstäntligeren îext ge:
geben hat, cler ist uns aber nicht bekannt'
Kommt uns nicht ein glttcklicher Zufall zv
Hilfe r so vcerden also rnit dem jeLzt-. Über-
lieferten zufrieden sein mtlssen' Die
chronologische Folge der tFragmenter steht
nicht absolut fest, die einzelnen Szenen
können in verschiedener !$eise verbunden
werden, auch {tber die kttnstlerische Be-
deutung dieser Fragmentê. ".besteht keine
Einigkeit. z

On the basis of contemporary textual knovrledge, there are

five basic possibilities for the resolution of lt-oy","g5, and'

2E1"*., p. 13r,

' : : :i 1) ::L ::'a\:..4\ : 
"a 

:: :, : | : i, i \
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each has been advanced at some time by at least one critic;

th.ese are: a) the trial of lrloyzeck for murder; b) I'üoyzeckrs

forgiving of a repentant t'farie; c) a resolution based on 
,,,.,..,,;

missing material; d) I{oyzeckts death, possíbly suicidal, by

drowning; and e) Vloyzeckts survival in a world in which he is

totally alienated. The first three possibilities are purely , ,, ,,
l.:: ì.i:.::_

speculative and have to be recognized only becuase of the 
"¡',',""i"r

incomple.te nature of Hn an<I the possible signif icance of its ,ì,:,ì.,,',: l.:.:.-.:: ..

variant Lone as compared to those ín the previous phases.

The suggestion of forgiveness seems especialll' unlikely given

B{lchner'sfata1isticviewofhistory;thetria1ideaispos.

sibly suggested by the 'rGerichtsdiener" scene (-Hf r21), but

there is no evidence that Bllchner intended to finish the

play j-n a manner similar to the resolution of any of the three

historical murder cases. Death by drowning is more likely

than the previous possibitities, but it should be remembered

that the stage direction "er ertrinktr" the source of many 
,;,;,.,i,,;,',' : :. at

misconceptions about the drama, vras the arbitrary addition ,,,,,.r,1,,";

of ï(arI Emil Franzos and rvas not written by B{Ichner. The '':"';':':¡:'':

most likely resolution, on the basis of extant material, is

that Vloyzeck lives on after the murder and finds himself
: ::iì l;.

divorced frorn both his rnistress, through death, and child, !.'fr"'i'ì

through rejection, as suggested by the bleak .tbrZ scene which

apparently takes place after the murder of Marie.
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The manuscripts are apparently incom;olete n but in view

of the final Btlchner letter ind.icating his imminent coÍl-

pletion of the drama, ìt is nonetheless possÍble that the ex-

tant 49 scenes do constitute the whole of f{gI'.zegk,; the pre-

cise nature of Bttchnerrs scene revisions for the final draft

is, of course, an unknown, but a text, such as the one to be

outlined here, which is based on the integration of ÈI4 with

the murder complex of H1r incorporates all scenes apparently

revised by Bttchner, inclucles no scenes deleted by him, and

constitutes a viable, drarnatic whole which could indeed be

the intended. drarna. The scene list which follows is admit-

tedly hypothetical, but, if one accepts the likelihood that

the 49 scenes represent a Woyzeck version which was revised

by B{lchner at least up Lo HnrLT r and that the basic manuscript

analyses of Krause and. Lehmann are correct, then the following

represents, as far as is possible to judge from presently

available material, the outline for a d.efensible textual recon-

struction of Vfoyzec-k.

?

I'loYzecq¡ A Textual Outline'

H ' ' 1 Freies Fetd ' Die stadt in der Ferne " 'rfoyzeck+' und Andres schneiden Stöcke i-m Gebtisch

2 Marie (mit ihrem Kind am Fenster) l4argreth. Der
Zapfenstreich geht vorbey, der Tambourmajor voran.

1,

2,

3$""rr" ner0enclature is from Krause¡ PP, 3L='':-2,
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3, 3 Buden,Lichter"Volk. (no text=*12 pages blank):
H2t3 7nt¡LlZ

4, 4 Marie sitzt, ihr Kind auf denr Schoossf ein
sluàrcrren siiegel in der Hand

-¡,''.,,..,1.:

5, 5 Der l{auptmann,woyzeck.tlauptmann auf einem
Stuhl, i{oYzeck rasirt ihn,

6" 6 Marie,Tambour*Ivlajor.
: .: .-

;.::1.j _..:....-l , 7 ÈIarie.Woyzeck' ...:,:.:.:...::J.;

;,:,:.,,::1t.:i,:,:

8. B tloyzeck. Der Doctor 
,.,:,,,.¡,,.,

g . 9 Hauptmann. Doctor G/ a page blank) * .H2,,7 (com- : 'i:';:. :::

menãing with the arrivaL of Woyzeck)

10. 10 Die T'ilachtstube.-irrloyzeck.Andres.

11, 11 [¡lirthshaus"Die Fenster offen, Tanz. Bånke vor detn
Haus. Bursche '

L2 , LZ Freies Feld. VüoYzeck
.:

13, 13 Nacht'Andres und inloyzeck in einem Bett

L4 . 14 'i,Iirthshaus . TambOUr-i"Ia j or , Î{oyzeck 
" 
Leute

':
15 , 15 I[oYzeck. Der Jude 

"

16, 16 t4arie (allein, blä.tt'ert in der Bibel) " ::,: :,:

L7 , I7 Kaserne . Andres .lrloyzeck, kramt in seinen Sachen t."1.',i'.-.i'-.
::.: ::.:-.

(ri3 
' 
1) 

ffi:ri::"*":*";::îiåïli;?tudenten 
unten ' der ¡"'""""'

::._.:_:.::.1: .:

18. Hlrl4 Margreth mit l"Iädchen vor der Hausth{lr

19" 15 Margreth und Louis'
,1. - ..;.:.: .:: :

20. 16 Es kommen Leute? ,t:,',,t,.,,' ,,,'' ,''
2L, L7 Das iriirthshaus.

22, 18 Kinder

23, 19 Louisn al1ein,
":i, -':-.i:
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24, 20 Louis an einem Teich,

25, 2I Gerj.chtsdiener,Barbier"Arzt,Richtern
(H3t2) Der Idiot, Das Kind.l{oyzecko

The Hn phase, whi-ch has been generally accepted as the

final manuscript phase and v¡hich obviously incorporates many

scenes which are revisions of H, and. H, scenes n is linked
here wiLh the murder complex of H1r the only scenes in the

manuscripts which rerate to a murder"4 The two gaps in the

H4 manuscript phase are fi1Ied. with the scenes from H, and

H, which are thematically appropriate and of the proper length
to fill the gaps (based on Lehmann and Krausets rnanuscript

q
analyses)." The two scenes of H, relate well to the H, phaser

but are added only as optional scenes because of the contro-
versy which surround.s conclusions regarding their Enlltehu.ng¡

H3r1 j-s added immediately before the murder complex since it
descríbes torment of woyzeck obviously occurring before a

murder, and H],2 is placed at the end of the play 6ecause of
the idiotrs mention of woyzeckts havi-ng fallen in the water

and the logical appropriateness of 'trhe child's rejection of
his murderer father. Problems of inconsistency j-n characterst
4Th" (îinurder cornplex' used in the preceding text consists ofr11,r4-2l. the eight scenes after the last apparent scene re-
vision done by Bttchner.This murder complex should not. be con-
fused with the "murder version', or murder complex, Ha¡ af
Buch and Bornscheuer which includes a scene which was subse-quently revised by Btlchner (the H1r 13 scene which vüas appar-
ently revised. to form H4r13),
q'cf., H,A"I. r pp.337-406 and Krauserpp, 3I-72 and pp"106-159,
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names (especially in HLt2l which has the rrBarbierl') exist j-n

the outline because of the use of material from a1l four

phases and the desire not to change textual material in any

wayi problems of precise orthography within scenes are be-

yond the scope of this analysis and should be evaluated by

the individual reader through consideration of the inter-.
pretations of Lehmann and Krause (which are by no means

coincident).6 A" has been noted beforer ro crossed-out

scenes are included and all apparently revised scenes are
7incorporated.'

The textual outline presented here is basically in

agreement with the scene orders in the i,-ePg= grJP, F-UHgSnfSs_sulB

of Werner Lehrnann and the text outline of Klaus Kanzog, and

the outline is based on the manuscript scene order and gen-

eral analyses of Lehmann and Krause.Bf9fl0 The outline

6S"u footnote 5.

' g, Appendices Three,

8",o.r., pp. 407-43L,

Four, Five, Six, Seven,

o

lXtaus Kanzog, 'r!'üozzeck, lfoyzeck und Kein Ende,'r mF. 47
(1973), 420-442.

10_--Scene nomenclature in the outline is, as has been noted,
from Krause¡ pp..3L-72¡ the scene nomenclatures of Lehnr4nnn
Krause and Kanzog aren ir many points, different++cfo Kpause,
pp" 3L*72¡ Ranzog ¡ pF .42C-442 ¡ liekrnahri, , Ê[,Aq I o ,, pp. 337-406.
I¡Ih-en agreernent between this outline and the interpretations
of Kanzog and Lehmann is cited, reference is to scene de*
signation CHI¡1, H3,2, etc, ) and not necessarily to preci-se
scene names,
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differs from Lehmannls interpretation in that the scene

ll4t3 (,number three in the outline) is made up of material

from H2t3 [rrOffentlicher PLaLz. Bud.enoÏ,ichter,'(), HIr 1

('rBuden,Voli<Mãrkt"scùireiér, i': vor einer Bude. 'r ) , and Hr r 2 ('rMar-

greth, [Al1einl.") and does not include material from ï12t5

(rtUnterof f icier. Tanrbourmajor. n') , a crossed*out scenei in

the outline tire manuscript scene order of H, scenes is used--

not Lgþmann5. !gse-y."9 B{Ihnenfassun-g order of H, i 17 tLg t20 |

lB¡21. Tire outline differs from l(anzogrs interpretation in

three ways: a) the Hnr3 scene is listed in the outline as

one scene (composed of H2Ì3, H1r1, and Hrr2)--not two scenes

(Hlf I , r|2t3r H4t3, and HLtz) as done by Kanzog¡ b) H3r1

is included in the outline as an optional scene while Kanzog

deletes it as a scene alleged to be a predecessor of, HrrT

and Hnrg (these scenes occur as his scene ten); and c) the

manuscript order of H, scenes is used in the outline, not

Kanzogrs order of iI, z L7 tLg ,20 tLB tzL

In the outline, È14, the final phase, is used. in its

entirety with the two gaps (H4r3 and after Hnr9) filled with

material from previous phases which is logically appropriate

and of the proper length, After H4r the murder complex is in-

serted in its entírety, but the scene order from Lehmann and

Krausefs manuscript analyses is not altered as it is in

Lehmannrs text or Kanzogirs outline¡ thus, in the outline
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presented h.eren the rtKindertt scene (Hlf lB) occurs before

itloyzeckts return to the T.ei-._ciþ-the problematics of the H1r

19 and 20 scenes which may have been written after Hrt2L

as suggested by Ranzog, are acknowled.ged, but the Literal
manuscript order of LehmannfKraus" Hlr18/19 t2ot2ln i= used

as the basis for this outline because of the desire to re-
main faithfur to the scene order in the manuscriptsrll The

H3r1 scenen which is particularry problematicris placed

immediately afte= H4 (as done by Lehmann) in order not to
place a scene from a different phase within the Hn phase

arbitrarily¡ but Kanzogts suggestion that this scene may be

the first draft of the scene revised as H2t6 and finarized
as llnrBr is a distj-nct possibility which might prompt the

reader to delete the Hrrl scene (optional in this outline)
from a hypothetical text.12 H3r2,also an optional scene in
the outrine, is praced at the end of the drama for the logi-
cal/dramaturgical reason previously cited; the scene is stíll
a probrematic one in terms of Entstehung, but its placement

in this outline i-s the same as that in the Lext of Lehmann

and the outline of Kanzog.

Assuming that all the'lrloyzeck manuscript pieces are

extant, this text represents a probable form of B{lchnerrs

"S"" Kanzogr p, 42g,

ttrþ¡g,¡ pp, 439*440,
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{gyzect¡ it links the fina1, revised manuscript phase r..rith

the only set, of concluding scenesn but it should be remem-

bered that these eight concluding scenes were not apparently ,',,,

revísed by Bilchner. This text, like all reconstructions of

W.oyzeckn d.oes not present a text finalized by B{lchneri it is
an attempt to link parts of the V¡oy.,-z,eg.k manuscripts into a 

,,,,1
'.ì-...

dramatic whole with as little contamination and as much re- ''
:... -.

spect for Btlchnerrs apparent intent as is possíbIe on the ;ì,,,,

basis of the textual information currently available,

The preceding text presents the sufferi-ng, very

hurnan Woyzeck who has been described by many Bilchner schol-

êrs; he is a common man who, after considerable and unde-

served torment at the hands of the doctor, captainf drum-

major, and llarie, commits a murder which eliminates the maín

elements that had made his life bearable. The textual di-
lemma-..the problem of presenting Bllchner ! s intended gg,z,ec\--

remains unresolved and a legitimate question can thus be

raised about the degree to which interpretations of the

drama are compromised because of uncertainty about the dramats

intended form,

Interpretations of Woyzeck have tended to fall into

three basic categories*-sociâlr sociologicalr oÍ material*

istic; nihilistic¡ and theological--and many, probably the
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majority, of these interpretations are curiously independent

of difficulties resulting from textual problematics" The

interpretations of Kurt May, Ifans tt{ayer, KarI Viëtor, and

Benno von !r]'iese, to name a few of the prominent Woy,ãecF

analyses¡ are based on the study of contaminated texts (usu-

ally Bergemann texts), but in each case an aldareness of

the textual dilemma is evident; the conclusions of the works

are far from coincident, but they are derived from the coo-.

siderations of elements of [oyze.ck. which in the major criti-

cal texts are not fundamentally problematic--the tersef open

form of its scenes, general dramatic mi,lieun hasic charac-

terizationsf and general plot,13 Fínal answers are obviously

not possible since no finalized t.ext is extant, but close

scrutiny of the presently available text reconstructions,

manuscript analyses, and supplemental materials can appar-

ently be used to form fairly reliable conclusions about the

4eaning and general structure of Ïrloyzeck,

tt"f , the following studies of Woyzeck: Kurt Mayr trüToyzeckr't
in=Das deutsche Drama II, ed. effi-:võn I,üiese (D{lsseldorf ;
AugGE trãgêT-7ãrÏãþ-f-f9E-a¡ n pp, 89-100¡ Hans Mayern Georg
eüõhner.uñA seine zeíL, 2nd èd. (Srankfuxg/M: Suhrkañp-'\Ëi-
Tag,Tf 7TÚ pF--TsFT4'z; Karl viëtor , qeerg. Buchner [Bern ¡

A, 
-Èrancke'véiIag, Lglg) | pp, L8g.^2L2;Eñ'ôEEese, Di-e

deutsche Tragödie von Lessing bis Hebbel (Hamburg; Iloffman und
e a mpre-Tãr E;Tf5e );p p- 3Ë5 5-4;
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APPENDIX OI\TE

Btlchner/rrfpyfg,ck Editions (German Language)

1850 Ludwig B{lchner--no ùIoyzeck
LB75 Karl Emil Franzos---itlozzeck (newspaper)

LB79 Karl Emil Franzos--ñozzeck
1909 Paul Landau--'r¡[ozzec]<
L9L2 Rudolf Eranz--I¡trozzeck
1919 !Íilhelrn Hausenstein--ifozzecl<
L920 Georg lüitkowski
L922 Frítz Bergemann (1)
1923 Arnold Zweig--I{ozzeck
1924/25 Ernst Hardt
L926 Bergerrrann (2)

L927 Adam Kuckoff
1929 Katharina Danzíg
L940 Bergemann (3)

1-944 Carl Seelig
1946 Klaus Herrmann 

l

Ingeborg Strudhoff l

Verlag Herman i4eister j,.',r.,.¡.,¡.:1
': r;':.:;.-:.. ::_.

Ig47 Vüalter Sch{lrenberg 
,,,::,,..'.,X,L94B l(asimir Edschmid (1963) ,., ,',,,:,:
' t t'_''

L949 Bergemann (4)
1951 Heinrich Leippe

itlal-ter lfidmer
L952 Otto C. A. zur Neciden (1955ff . Iìeclam, ta:.:,:..,t];

Bergemann (6)

I953 Ì3ergeirann (6)

L954 I'largaret Jacobs (1--1963, 1968 , L970 )

1956 Goldmann Taschenbuch (1)
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1958 Bergemann (7)

19s9 Paul Stapf t1961)
f960 Goldmann Taschenbuch (2) (Bergemann l-?)

L962 Bergemann (9)

Iiralter Killy
1963 Hans Î'{ayer

Ilans Jllrgen i"leinerts
1964 lrlalter M{lller-seidel
Lg65 dtv Gesanrtausgabe (Bergemann 9)

L967 ltlerner Lehmann (Hamburger Ausgabe, Vol. 1)
1968 Bergemann (10)

1969 Egon Krause
L970 Wilfried Buch
L97I liargaret Jacobs (2)

L972?? Bergemann (11)

.Lothar Bornscheuer (Iìecl-aro)

L974 Bergemann (LZ¡
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APPEN'DTX TWO

Primary Edit.ions wi.th WoYzeck Grlozzeck)

Karl Emil Franzos (sewspaper)

Karl Bmil Franzos (rext)
Georg Witkowski
FríLz Bergemann-*I
Ernst l{ardt
Bergemann--2
Bergeiaann--3
I¡[alter Schtlrenberg
Bergemann-.-4
I{einrich Leippe)
Bergernann--5
Bergemann--6
Bergdmann--7
tsergemann--B
Bergemann--9
!{erner Lehmann

Bergiemann--10
Egon Krause
Bergemann--11
Bergiemann-'L2

1875

18 79

L920

L922

L924125

L926
1940

L947

L949
(1951

L952
19 53

1956

1958

L962
L967

1968

L969

L972??

L97 4

r:::.;;r.
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APPENDIX TI-IREE

ivlanuScript Phases and Their Apparent Relationsirips

þt
I. Buden.Volk. [to tL2t3)
2. Das Innere der Bude. (to 'rL,r3l,

3. Margreth. ($f f "i") .

4. Der Casernenhof. (to H4r10)
5 . Vtirthshaus . (to i{. , 1l- )

6. Freies Feld. (to H. ,12)
7. Ein Zimrner. (to H,,13)
B. Kasernenhof.
9. Der offigier.Louis.
10. Ein Vüirthshaus. (to H4,L4)
11. Das ÞÍirthshaus.
L2. Freies Felcl.
13. trlacht.ivtondschein. (to H4,13)

L4. lrlargreth mit Mädchen vor der Hausthtlr-**
15. I4argreth und Louis.**
16. Es kommen Leute.**
L7 . Das lrlirthshaus. **
18. Kinder. **
L9. Louis.Allein.**
20. Louis an einem Teicir. **
2L. Gerichtsdieuer.Barbier .ArzL. Richter. **

1. Freies Feld.Die Stadt in d.Ferne. (to Hn , 1)

2. Die Stadt. (to H.,2\
3. Offentlicher PLaLz.Buden.Lichter. (see H4 r 3)

4 . liandwerksburschen. (to H4 , 11)

\
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5 . Lrnterof f iCier. Tambourma jgr.
6 . ifoyzeck. Doktor. [to H4, 8 )

7 . Strasse . (to n4,9)
B. ï.iloyzeck.Louisel. (to H.4,7)

9 . Louisel, (Allein) Gebet. (to H, ,16 )

E3

I. Der Hof des Professors
2. Der Idiot.Das Kind.Woyzeck.

1. Freies Feld.Die Stadt
2. l,larie (mit inrem Kind
3. Buden.Lichter.Volk (no

4. tviarie sitzt, ihr Kind
Spiegel in der Hand.

5. Der Hauptmann.lVoyzeck.
6. Marie.Tambourmajor.
7 . I"tarie.Woyzeck.
8. Vüoyzeck.Der Doøtor.
9. Hauptmann.Doctor.
10. Die l¡lachtstube.
11. i¡iirthshaus.
L2. Freies Felci.
13 . t{acht.
14. lrlirthshaus.
15. Vüoyzeck. Der Jude.
16. Irtarie [Allein,blättert
L7. Kaserne.

L40

in der Ferne.
am Fenster) Margreth.
text)

auf dem Schooss.Ein Stllckchen

in der Bibel).

= crossed out by Bllchner **= murder complex
JEo hrr3) = apparent scene revision
Spellîng, etc. based on Krause.

per Krause
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Witkows,kirs system: Die Entwllrfe = Hl * H2

vereinzelnte Szenen = H3

Die Ausführung - H4

Entwllrfe = Hl: 11 , L2, 13, .I4, 15, L6, L7, 18, L9t 20, 2I¡
H2, l, 2, 3, 4, 5i
Hlr 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6t'1 | B, 9,I0;
H2t 61 7, B, 9.

vereinzelnte Szenen= Ilr: 1, 2

Ausftthrung = IIn: 9, L, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6t 10, 1I, L2, 13, '7, B,

L4, L6, r7.

See Appendix Six for hlitkowskits pagination analysi-s.
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APPENDTX FOUR

I'lanuscript Phase / Scene Analyses

Sheet Page Scene a b c d Sheet (d) :.::::

I I Buden.Volk
Das fnnere der Bude

2 Margreth. [Allein)
Der Casernenhof-vfirthshaus

3 Freies FeId
Ein Zimmer
Casernenhof

4 Der Offieier.Louis
Ein tr{irthshaus

II 1 Das trfirthshaus
Freies Feld
Nacht.l.{ondschein

2 i4argreth mit i'4ådchen. . .
2/3 Margretir und Louis
3 Es kornmen T'eute
4 Kind.er

Louis allein
Louis an einem Teích

III I Gerichtsdiener... 112

I/2 freíes Feld...
2/3 Die Staclt
3 Offentlicher Pl-aicz...
4 Hanclrverl<sburschen

Unterof f i Gier . Tambour
IV L/2 Woyzeck.Doktor

2/3 Strasse
4 Woyzeck.Louisel

V 1 Vüoyzeck. Louisel
Louísel (alIein)...

I/2 Der Hof des Professors hH H3 h3 Fie
2 Der Ïdiot.Das l(ind...

I to VI See Appendix Three for H H4 H4 Hd
scene names and
Appendix Five for man-
uscript pages and scenes
in H4

a=Bergiemann; b=Lehmann; c=Krause; d:Buch/uornscheuer

hl HI hl rib rr

Ira I

FIc f II
H2 h2

IV
! '..,.
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APFENDIX FIVE

Manuscript pages and Pirases/Scenes-.-KrauselI,ehmann

I r l: lnLtL t2.
Ir2z hlr3 r415.
Ir3: hlr6 17 18.
Ir4z krlr9r10.

II,1: h1, IL rL2,L3.
T1,2 r hl ,14 t1-5 (partial) .

II , 3 : h, , 15 (end) ,L6 ,L7 (partial ) .
1l ,4: irr, 17 (end) ,IB ,L9 ,20.

I II r l ; I:rLr 2L i t't r, L (partial ) .
TlI,2z };.r,L (end) , 2(parLial).
III,3: tL2t2 (end), 3.

IIIr4z n2r4r5.

fV,1 z î2,6 (partial) .

lV,2: !tr,6 (eno.) , 7 (partial) .

IV,3 z l:,r,7 (partial) .

IV,Az hr,7 (end), B (partial). ii¡.i,

V,1: in2,B (end), f. 
i,atlr,

Ir1: i13,1 (partial). 
:::':::

I ,2 z h3,1 (end) , 2.
Ir1: H4,L (part.ial).
I,2t H,rl (end),2 (partial) . i..,;,',4 -,'..:.:.:,.

I,3: H4,2 (partial).
I,4: IH4t2 (end) .
I r 5: Il4 r 3 (mo Text)
Ir6; t14t4 (Bartial).
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I ,7 : H4,4 (end) .5 (partial ) ,

IrB; H4t5 (.partial) .

II,1: H4r5 (end).
ITt2: Hnr6.
f I.3 t HnrT .

Tl,4t H4, B (.partia1) .

II,5, HA,B (part.ial).
II,6 z il4r8 (end).
LI,7z H4r9 (partial).
IIrB: H4,9 (end).

III,l: H4 ,10 (partial- ) .

M,Zz H4rI0 (end), lf (partial).
III,3: H4,IL (end) .

IIIr 4 t, H4r1-2 tI3.
IIT,5z ÍIn,I4.
ITTr 6: Hn,15.
f TI,7 z Hn,L6.
IIIrB:. HnrL7.

. : .i.,
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Manuscript Pages and PhasesfScenes=*Witkowski

. I,1¡ (Entwtlrfe=) E tL t2 ,3.
I,2¿ 8,4,5 (partial).

1r4z 8,7 (end),8,9,L0.
I,5: E,I1-,L2 (partial) .

T,7 z E, 13 (encl) , L4 .

IrB: Er15,L6tL7.
1r9 z 8,18 r 19 .

I , 10 z E ,20 ,2L ,22.
I,l-12 8r23r24,25.
I rl2z 8,26 ,27 .

I , 13 z E,28 (partial ) .

T,152 8,29 (partial).
f ,16 z 8,29 (end) , 30 (partial) .

I,L7: E,30 (encl).

II,1: (Ausfllhrung=) 4,1 (partial) .

fl,2: Ar 1 (partial) .

II,3: Ä',1 (end),2 (part.iaI).
II,4: A,2 (end) , 3 (partial) .

If ,5: Ar 3 (partial) .

II r 6: A, 3 (end) .

IItTz A,4 (i'{o Text).
II, B: 4,5 (partial) .

II19:4,5 (end), 6 (partial).
IT,10 t 4,6 (partial ) .
II,1I r A,6 (end) .

IIr 12 i A¿ 7.

II|13; A,B (partial).

II,15 : A',9 (end) .

IIrl6: ArI0r11.

f I r lB; A,13 (partial) .

II, 19 : A, 13 (partial ) .
1I,20: Ar 13 (end) .

IIrzL: .A,r14.

II r22: .A'r 15.
IT r23 z A, 16.
LTt24z A,I7.

Szenen-)
v. S. I (partial ) .

fI,26 z v. S.1 (end) , 2.

r,3: Er5 (end), 6,7 (partial). TTtL l ArB (end), 9 (partial).

I,6: trt1-2 (end) , 13 (partial) . TItLT z A,L2.

Í.,I4z 8,28 (end) , 29 (partial) . 1T_,25: (vereinzelnte

i:
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H4

Lehrnann t s Synopsis
Chronological

H¡

of Phase/Scene
Relationships

Hl Hz

1
2
3
4
5

I
2
3

4
5
6
7
B

9

10
11
L2
13

L4

15

6
7

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

L2
13

L6
I7

I
I4
15
16
I7
TB
19
20
2L
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